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GENERAL_ ELECTRIC _I
FOREWORD
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle (EHV) Program was established
in DOE in response to the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research,
Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976. Responsibility for
the EHV PrDgram resides in the Office of Electric and Hybrid Ve-
hicle System of DOE. The Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle (NT}iV) Program
is an element of the EHV Program. DOE has assigned procurement
and management responsibility for the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle
Program to California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory (JPL).
The overall objective of the DOE EHV Program is to promote
-_ the development of electric and hybrid vehicle technologies and to
demonstrate the validity of these systems as transportation options
which are less dependent on petroleum resources.
As part of the NTHV Program, General Electric and its subcon-
tractors have completed studies leading to the Preliminary Design
of a hybrid passenger vehicle which is projected to have the max-
imum potential tot reducing petrole_[m consumption in the near-term
(commencing in 1985). This work has been done under JPL Contract
955190, Modification 3, of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Program.
ii This volume is part of Deliverable Item 7 Final Report, of
iii_ the Phase I studies. In accordance with Data Requirement Descrip-
_I tion 7 of the Contract, the following documents are submitted as
appendices:
APPENDIX A is the Mission Analysis and Performance Specifica-
tion Studies Repor__ttthat constitutes Deliverable Item 7 and re=
ports on the work of Task I.
APPEND1 B is a three-volume set that constitutes Deliverable
Item 2 and reports on the work of Task 2. The three volumes are:
• Volume I -- Desiqn Trade-Off Studies Report
• Volume II -- Supplement to Design Trade-Off Studies ._
Report, Volume I
0 • Volume III -- Computer Program Listings
APPENDIX C is the Preliminary Design Data Packaqe that consti-
tutes Deliverable Item 3 and reports on the wgrk of Task 3o
= APPENDIX D is the Sensitivity Analysis Report that constitute_
Deliverable Item 8 and reports on "_sk 4.
The three classifications _ Appendix, Deliverable Item, and
Task numbers - may be used interchangeably in these documents° The
interrelationship is tabulated below:
ii i PRECEDINGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Deliverable
Appendix Itern Task Titlo
A 1 1 Mission Analysis _I Performance
Specification Stud_,s Report
_' B 2 2 Vol. l = DesigJl Trade-Off Studies
Report
:_ Vol. II - Supplement to Design
i Trade-Off Studies Re-
port
Vol. Iil- Computer Program
Listing
C 3 3 Preliminary Design Data Package
D 8 4 Sensitivity Analysis Report
This is Appendix C, Preliminary Design Data Package. It
presents the design methodology, design decision rationale, ve-
hicle preliminary design summary, and advanced technology devel-
opments.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
_ _ This is Appendix C, Preliminary Design Data Package (Deliver-
able Item 3). It reports on Task 3 and is part of Deliverable
,"!_ Item 7, Final Report, which is the summary report of a series
I which documents the results of Phase I of the Near-Term Hybrid Ve-
_!!I hicle Program. This phase of the program was a study leading to
the preliminary design of a hybrid vehicle utilizing two energy
sources (electricity and gasoline/diesel fuel) to minimize petro-
leum usage on a fleet b is.
! The program is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)"I
/_ and the California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Labora-
'j
_\ tory (JPL). Responsibility for this program at DOE resides in the
Office of Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Systems. Work on this Phase I i
portion of the program was done by General Electric Corporate Re-O
search and Development and its subcontractors under JPL contract
955190.
This Appendix C presents the design methodology, the design
decision rationale, the vehicle preliminary design summary, and
=-_i the advanced tech_ology developments. Included in this report are
:_ five appendices which present the detailed vehicle design; the
vehicle ride and handling and front structural crashworthiness
_i analysis; the microcomputer control of the propulsion system; the
' _ design study of the battery switching circuit, the field chopper,
! and the battery charger; and the recent HYVEC program refinementsj
_ _ and computer results.
_t
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1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN (TASK 3)
,- The objective of the Preliminary Design (Task 3) is to develop
a pr_21iminary design of the hybrid vehicle concept identified as
most promising from the Desi_ln Trade-off Studies (Task 2). This
=_ design will. define vehicle external and internal dimensions, all
power train components, material selected for body and chassis,
weight breakdown by major subassemblies, projected production and
life cycle costs, and all components required to satisfy the ve-
hicle specifications produced in the conduct of Task 1 and re_)orted
in General Electric Report No. SRD-79-010. The report contains
performance projections for individual power train components as
well as for the total vehicle, measures of energy consumptions,
and identification of technology development required to achieve
the design.
i _° This task has been broken down into the following areas:
• Simulation Refinement and Update
• Power Train Preliminary Design !_I
1
° • Vehicle Preliminary Design
• Advanced Technology Development Identification
ii:!i_iio Much of this work consisted of updating (where required)in-
formation already available from the Design Trade-Off Studies.
llowever, signif cant new work was carried out in the areas of the
°i_,,'l/ power train and vehicle design.
The basic outline of the vehicle design concept was already
known from the results of Task 2. The objective of Task 3 was to
carry out additional and more detailed packagipg and design studies
' of this design concept so as to arrive at power train and vehicle
layouts which could be used to start the detailed design in Phase II.
Results also include updated calculations of vehicle weight, per-
formance, energy use, emissions, and initial and operating cost.
;.-1
"_
, !
1
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1.3 REPORT OUTLINEThis report is written to address all of the topics listed in
! Data lletluirement Description, I)eliverablo Item 3, Preliminary l)e-
i sign Data Package, in the contract, licnce the report includes thefollowing sections:
i
1 • DesL_In Methodology
_ • Design Decision Rationale
• Vehicle Preliminary Design Summary
•_1 • Advanced Technology Developments
I Technical details ot the various studies undertaken in Task 3 are
( included in a number of Appendices dealing with the following areas:
_i • Vehicle Subsystem Preliminary Design
_I • System Control and Microcomputer Design
• Battery Switching, Fiela Chopper, and Battery Charger
Circuits
• IIYVEC Refinements and Simulation updates
• Use of a Continuously Variable Transmission in the
Power Train
-_ r
'!
iI
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DESIGNMETHODOLOGY
The progression of activity in the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle
Study (Phase I) is illustrated in Figure 2-1. As indicated in
the figure, Task 1 (Mission Analysis and Performance Specifica-
tions) and Task 2 (Design Trade-Off Studies) were conducted such
that they yielded the inputs needed to perform the preliminary
design of the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle (Task 3). The preliminary
design activities were based almost completely on the work done
in Task 1 and Task 2 with the goal being the detailed preliminary
design of the hybrid vehicle. The specifications and character-
istics developed are described in Section 9, Guidelines for the
_I Preliminary Design Task and Vehicle Performance and Energy-Useo Characteristics, of the Design Trade-Off Studies Report.( ) The
ol primary activities undertaken in Task _ were the following:
_} • Full-scale layouts of the power train package, and front
suspension system
• Vehicle styling
'l • Vehicle handling and crashworthiness simulations.
_iI • System microprocessor software study
J
• Battery switching, field chopper, and battery charger
circuit design study
• Refinement of UYVEC simulation calculations
The results of the Task 3 activities are summarized in the
appendices. In addition to the cited studies, furthcr discus-
sions were held with potential suppliers of the electric motor,
i heat engine, and batteries to ascertain that components having
the characteristics being used in the Prei[minar_ Design Task
would be available for use in the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle. _
: vi I
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DESIGNDECISIONRATIONALE
The rationale for most of the decisions made concerning the
! hybrid vehicle design is discussed in references 1 and 2. Those
_I considerations are well-documented in the cited references and
will not be repeated here. However, there are several design de-
cisions which were either not discussed previously or were left
I unresolved (two or more possibilities indicated) in the previous
i reports. The rationale for the choices which have been made inthe Preliminary Design Task are discussed in the paragraphs that
i follow.
As discussed in the Task 1 report,(2) the 1979 Chevrolet
Malibu was selected as the Reference ICE Vehicle. Subsequent wo:k
has indicated that the Malibu would also be a good choice for a
base vehicle from which to build/fabricate the Near-Term Hybrid
Vehicle. Hence all the preliminary design layout work has been
done using the 1979 Malibu as the starting point for the hybrid
conversion. As will be discussed in detail in Section 4 and Ap-
pendix I, the Malibu has been extensively redesigned with only
the interior, window and door mechanisms, front and side glass,
ill and roof metal and door outlines being used essentially unchanged
1 from the Stock Malibu. Hence, the interior dimensions of the hy-_i'i brid vehicle will be the same as the Malibu, resulting in goodcomfort for five adult passengers. The exterior of the Malibu
-J_ will be redesigned for improved aerodynamics (see Figure 4-2), and
the power train and _ront and rear running gear will be replaced
; (see Figure 4-1). The conversion approach selected significantly
oo_ reduces the cost of building/fabricating the hybrid vehicle with a
minimal sacrifice in vehicle attractiveness and utility. Exper-
ience with the GE-100 Centennial and the DOE/GE Near-Term Electric
Vehicle, which were essentially from-the-ground-up designs, has
indicated that those parts of the vehicle being used from the
stock malibu (ex. interior, window and door mechanisms, etc.) were
particularly expensive and troublesome in the building of the new
vehicles. Hence, the approach taken in the Near-Term Hybrid Ve-
hicle Program is to redesign the power/train, running gear, load-
carrying structural members and exterior styling of the vehicle
and utilize the interior and windows/doors of the Stock Malibu.
The introduction of GM front-wheel drive from downsized luxury
cars, such as the Buick Riviera and Olds Toronado, has provided
some of the mechanical components required in the hybrid vehicle
(s,_e table in Appendix 1.2.2).
At the completion of the Design Trade-Off Studies, (I) options
were still being considered for several of the hybrid power train
components. These components and the options were:
• Heat Engine - fuel-injected, naturally aspirated gas-
oline (VW 1.6 l) or a turbocharged diesel (VW ].6 l)
3_i
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• Transmission - multi-speed, automatically shifted gear-
box or a steel-belt, traction drive, continuously vari-
able transmission (CVT)
• Torque Combination Unit = single-shaft or power differ _
ential
• Batteries - 700 Ib lead-acid or 500 ib Ni-Zn
In all cases it was decided to proceed in the Preliminary Design
Task with the more readily available and more highly developed
component and to include the alternative option in the advanced
technology development category. Hence, the detailed vehicle lay-
outs were prepared using a fuel-injected gasoline engine (1.6 I) ;
a multi-speed, automatically shifted gearbox; a single-shaft
_i (fixed speed ratios between input/output shafts) torque combina-
tion unit; and 700 ib of ISOA lead-acid batteries. Further dis-
'_ cussions of the use of a turbocharged diesel engine, the steel-
belt CVT and Ni-Zn batteries in the hybrid/electric power train
are included in Section 5, Advanced Technology Developments. The
power differential torque combination was dropped from further
consideration, because of the complexity of the control of such a
unit and the belief that development of the single-shaft unit
would permit adequate smoothness in power blending from the heat
engine and electric motor. The advantages of the diesel engine,
.-_ CVT, and Ni-Zn batteries are significant, and they would have
been included in the design except for the following disadvantages
for each of them: (i) diesel engine - NO x and unregulated emis-
sions (smoke and odor) and uncertainty regarding cold start in
on/off operating mode, (2) steel-belt CVT - uncertainty regarding
the availability of a unit with desired overall speed ratio and
torque capability by mid-1981, (3) Ni-Zn batteries - uncertainty
in performance, cycle life, and cost of cell available by 1981.
The hybrid vehicle layout is such t'at the advanced-technology
components could be substituted for their near-temm counterparts
if development progress on the advanced components indicates that
is advisable. For example, the voltage and energy and power den-
sities of the Ni-Zn batteries would be such that they could replace I
the lead-acid batteries with little or no change in the rest of ithe electric drive system.
!
!
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Sectlon 4
VEHICLE PRELIMINARY DESIGN SUMMARY
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section, the preliminary design of the five-passenger
hybrid/electric vehicle is summarized. Information/data for this
_ section is taken from the Design Trade-Off Studies Report,(1) the
Sensitivity Analysis Report,(3) and the appendices to this report.
The material presented in the appendices was developed during the
Preliminary Design Task and represents the status of the vehicle
_. and component designs and HYVEC simulations from which the Phase II
' design effort would start.
i_ 4.2 GENERAL LAYOUT AND STYLING
F_
' The following are the general characteristics of the vehicle
' i
layout and chassis:
I @ Curb weight
I - 1786 kg ( 3930 ib)
• Body Style
- Four-door hatchback
- Drag coefficient - .40
- Frontal area - 2.0m 2 (21.5 ft 2)
• Chassis/Power Train Arrangement
- Front wheel drive
I - Complete power train, including the b_tteries, in
front of firewall
- Fuel tank under rear seat
I • Baseline ICE Vehicle
- 1979 Chevrolet Malibu
Full-scale drawings of the hybrid ve_,icle have been prepared and
1/5 scale reductions are included with this data package. The
i starting point in preparing the drawings presented was the 1979
Malibu. No changes were made in the seating package. A three-
dimensional cutaway of the hybrid vehicle showing the placement
of the power train is given in Figure 4-1. Note that the complete
" hybrid power train is located in front of the firewall with no
intrusion into the passenger compartment. An artist's rendering
of the vehicle styling is shown in Figure 4=2. A four-door hatch-
back body type was selected because it maximizes the all-purpoue
character of the five=passenger vehicle°
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Left Front Quarter View
Figure 4-2. Artist's Rendering of the Hybrid Vehicle
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4°3 POWER TRAIN SPECIFICATIONS AND WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
_ 4.3.1 POWER TRAIN SPECIFICATIONS
i Full-scale drawings of the hybrid power train have been pre-
-/
i_ pared and 1/5 scale reductions are included with this data pack-
age. A one-fifth scale dra_ {ng of the power train is shown in
Figure 4-3 for purposes of scussion. As indicated in the figure,
the hybrid vehicle uses f .At-wheel drive with both the heat en-
gine and electric motor mounted in a transverse orientation above
the transax!e. This is clearly a parallel hybrid configuration.
Clutches are required as shown to permit decoupling the drive
system from the vehicle drive shaft and operating the heat engine
and electric motor in combination and separately. Drawings of
the components used in the transmission, clutch, and controls are
presented in Figures 4-4a, 4-4b, and 4-4c.
Specifications for each of the power train components are
d±scussed in the following sections.
4.3o1.1 Heat Engine i_
The heat engine used in the preliminary design of the hybrid
vehicle was the Volkswagen fuel-injected 4-cylinder, 1.6 liter
gasoline engine. This engine, equipped with the Bosch K-Jetronic
fuel injection system, is used in the VW Rabbit and Audi 4000. The
K-Jetronic system is often referred to as the CIS (Continuous
Injection System) and utilizes a mechanical airflow sensor and
distributing slots to control fuel flow to the engine (see Ref-
erence 4 for a description of the CIS system). The VW 1.6 liter
engine can also be equipped with the Bosch L-Jetronic system which
utilizes solenoid-operated injection valves associated with each
cylinder. The amount and timing of the fuel injection is controlled
_'_ by a microprocessor which requires inputs from measurements of
!]1 airflow, RPM, engine uemperature, etc. (see Reference 5 for a
description of the L-Jetronic system). The L_J_tronic system is
a true electronically controlled fuel injecLion system and for
_I that reason is more compatible with the overall implementauion of
l the hybrid vehicle contr,! strategy using a system microprocessor
as discussed in Appendix II. Volkswagen does not currently market
ill cars using the L-Jetronic fuel injection sy_Lem. Huwever, dis-i_ us ions with _W indicated they ar currently fleet testing cars
using the L-Jetronic system and have done much laboratc_:y testing
of engines using that system. Hence it is appropriate to use the
more advanced L-Jetronic system in the hybrid vehicle program.
_: As discussed in Reference i, considerable fuel c_nsumption and i
emission data were available to characterlzc the electronically
fuel-injected (EFI), 1.6 liter engine, Those da_ were u_e4 in
the HYVEC simulation studies reported in Reference ]. The EP']
< I 1.6 liter engine is rated at 80 _p at 5500 rpm with a maximum '
torque of 84 ft-lb at 3200 rpmo Hence, the engine is sized al=
most exactly to meet thc hybrid 9ehic]e power requirement and is
an ideal choice for the hybrid appli¢_iv_
4=6
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_I 4. 3.1.2 Electric Drive System
lI The electric drive system in the hybrid vehicle utilizes adc separately excited motor with battery switching and field
i weakening to control motor speed and torque. The system uses a• nominal voltage of 120 V with peak currents of about 400 A exce_)t
-i during battery switching when the currents reach 500 A for a few
I seconds. The electric motor has a continuous rating (1-2 hours)
of 18 kW (24 hp) and a peak rating (1-2 minutes) of 32._ kW. Dis-
i cussions with the GE DC Motor and Generator Department in Erie,
Pennsylvania, indicate that the dc motor for the hybrid vehicle
I can be developed from a modest redesign of the electric motor used
=I in the Near-Term DOE/GE electric car. The resultant motor for
the hybrid vehicle would be essentially the same size (length and
diameter) and weight as the one for the DOE/GE electric car, but
it would be worked harder, with slightly higher currents and flux,
i in the hybrid application. Testing of the original design has in- 2
dicated this is possible without significantly reducing the re-
liability and lifetime of the motor.
The dc motor is controlled using field weakening and
battery switching. The battery is arranged in two parallel
banks so that it can be operated in parallel yieldinq 60 V
o or in series yielding 120 V. The base speed of the motor is
ii00 rpm at 60 V and 2200 rpm at 120 V. A resistor is used when
starting the motor and during short periods of battery switch-
ing. The battery switching circuit is discussed in Appendix III.
Field weakening is accomplished using a transistorized field
i chopper in essentially the same way as in the DOE/GE electric
car.
T e motor rating ma be summarized as follows:
Design No. 2366-2913
Frame OD 12 1/4 inches
Name Plate Rating 24 hp, Peak Power 44 hp (i minute)
Weight 220 ib
Rated Voltage 120 V
" Rated Current 190 A
Rated Field 8.2 A i_
Rated Flux 0.84 Megalines
Base Speed 2200 rpm _
Maximum Speed 6000 rpm
i
4o3.1o3 Batteries
I The hybrid vehicle is designed to utilize 770 ib of Im=
47
"! p_oved State_of_the-Art (ISOA) lead-acid batteries. The bat-
I teries are positioned under the hood in front of the firewall
'i 4-12
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of 36" length, 26" width, and 13" height. The preferred battery
module is 12 V, 105 AIl/coll at the C/3 rate. The 770 lb battery
l pack stores 12.5 kWh at the C/3 rate for an energy density of
I 16.4 Wh/ib. The power characteristics of the battery are based
. on the voltage-current relationship for a 15=second pulse at 50%
_ state-of-discharge during a C/3 rate discharge. The power char-
I acteristics specifications are the following:
5
o I
i Pulse Current, A Volts/Cell Volts/Module >
 iiii 2lO I.82 io.315 i_ 71 10.3
420 1.61 9.6
max. mo  owordensity is about 53 W/ib with a voltage droop of 20%. The lead-
¢o acid batteries used in the preliminary design of the hybrid vehicle
_;°_ have energy density and power characteristics comparable to those
of the batteries developed by Globe-Union for the DOE/GE electric
! car. The cell capacity (AH) for the hybrid vehicle battery is _
considerably smaller, however, which means that new batteries must
be designed and fabricated especially for the hybrid application.
4.3.1.4 Transmission and Axle Differential i
For front-wheel drive vehicles, the transmission and axle
differential are usually combined in a single unit termed the
transaxle. Nevertheless, the speed change characteristics of
the transmission and axle differential can be described sepa-
rately. The transmission is an automatically shifted gearbox
taken from a 3- or 4-speed automatic transmission. In the De-
o_ sign Trade-Off Studies, (I) a 4-speed transmission having an over-
._°:_it all gear ratio of 3.46 was used. Such a gearbox would be part
iillI °£ a 4-speed' °verdrive aut°matic transmissi°n" Unf°rtunateiy'
such a transmission in a transaxle unit is not currently being
marketed by either a U.S. or a foreign auto manufacturer or sup-
plier° It seems likely, however, that such a unit will become
available in the next year or so as auto manufacturers seek to
improve fuel economy. Three-speed automatic transmission gear--
boxes hav a gear ratio of 2.5 - 2.85. HYVEC calculations ha\e
indicated that the use of smaller gear ratios (2.85 vs. 3°46)
results in a 5% reduction in urban fuel economy and a 1.0 _econd
increase in 0-100 km/hr acceleration time. Hence if an automatic
transaxle gearL _v with overdrive becomes available, it will be
used° An axle ratio of 30 3 has been used in most of the HYVEC
calculations° That value seems compatible with maximum motor and
engine speeds of 6000 rpm and yields good fuel economy in both
urban and highway drivinoo
' I
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4. 3. i. 5 T_Oruc/_Combination
The outputs of the he_)t engine und the electric motor are com-
bined using the single-shaft appro_,cL in _Jhich there are fixed
!_I zatlos between the rotatio.uai speed_.-,,of the heat engine_ electric
,_ mcto_:, _,nd v<.hicle drive ,_h_ft. H'IOEC simulation studies have shown
i!I th_,t _-he heat engine al,d el,.echric motor c'_n be operated near opti-
mum e._.fi_ienc,y b.v varying the powe_ split in the neighborhood of
50%. '!his can be done usin,_! the system miczoprooessor and avoids the
i_;I' need f_ a powe_ diffe_e.r:%i_-I which wo_Id vary the shaft speea ratios
i a_-:,a function of desired pow_ sp_it between the heat engine and
_ motor,, Ti_: power _ifferentia[ is much more difficult o control
than the s!ngle-,_haft (fixed _,_eed ratio; ar1?angement for torque
i_!¢ con'b in_._tior,,,
_ 4.3. i,,6 C_o_Ltlrol E_trateg_ aad tl ( Sl_'ctem M___cr(_j,Dz'oces_sso__r
A detaile4 co;:trol strategy ior operating the heat engine
and electric motor has been devel,:._!:ed, The key features of the
control st._._ate_y are:
On/off engine opei:ation
_ _qeqenez ative braking
_ Electric motor idling when v,_hic].e is au rest
• _ _iect:'ic drive system primary. (battery state-of-discharge
pe_-mitt.ing) when vehicle speed is less _:han VMODE.
Equal ::._,_azi,_gof load between ,_otor and engine when
beth are needed
e Ba_-terie:: recharged by beat engine, in narrow state-of-
charge ra.,"_e _0,7 < S < 0.8)
• _lec'uric motor dominant in dete:c,:,ining _%hifting logic
when it is op_:.'ratzng
_ Heat engine pi'iiuary for highway dri_.,ing
• Electric mc;tor always used to initiate vehicle motion
from res,t and in l,_w-speed meneuvers (e.g., parking)
e Vehicle operatioa c::ntrolled by a system microprocessor
As _iscus_'_ed in Appendix III,, considerable work has been done to
develop the microprocessor control logic (software) corresponding
to the control strategy used in the HYVEC simulations. 'fhe gen-
eral _pp:oach taken is t9 develop a system controller' which re-
_ei res znputs from the micropr,_ce.Esors governing the beat engine
and _lecvric motor and in turn sends co_,trol signals to th'ose
prin,e movers, Borne aspects', of the microproc_ssor hardware are
di:_cvssed i_, Appendix Ill.
4.3.2 VEHICLE WE fGHT AND WEIGHT ERO.;A_<,DOWN
A weight breakc_own for the GE hybrld vehicle is given in
Table a=l, The weigl:hs shown iu the t£_bie ere based on the in-
,: 4_!4
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formation given in Section 6 of Reference 1 adjusted to reflect
more refined powe_train weight inputs developed during the Pre-
liminary Design Task. A vehicle curb weight of 3928 ib is pro-
jected leading to an inertia test weight of 4228. This is 228 ib
i greater than the 4000 ib used in the HYVEC calculations given in
the Design Trade-Off Study Report. (I) As discussed in Appendix V,
the hybrid vehicle simulations have been rerun using HYVEC to in-
clude the effects of the increased vehicle weight and other
I changes in power train component characteristics made during the
( Preliminary Design Task. The updated HYVEC results are used in
i the discussions of vehicle characteristics presented in subsequent
sections.
Table 4-1
i WEIGHT ANALYSIS - MALIBU BASED HYBRID
Chassis/Running gear Wei@ht (Ib)
Structure 806
!\ Bumpers 164
°/_I Suspension 230
t
i Wheels and tires 254
Brakes 128
Sub-Total 1582
Exterior Interior Control
Seats 104
Skins 153
_< Human factor and control 484
Air conditioner 113
•_ • Sub-Total 854
i_i!!ii Power Train
Gasoline engine (VW 1.6£) 284
Fuel system (incl. i0 gal. gasoline) 78
Transaxle 90
Electric motor 220
_ Power electronics and controller 50
Lead-acid batteries 770
Sub-To_al 1492 iiTotal ourb weight 3928 ib
(1785 kg) _
i 4_!5
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I 4.4 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE)
i A format for presenting and discussing the performance spee-
! ifications of the hybrid vehicle aud how well the preliminary de-/
sign meets or excee0s the minim_:,m s,oecifi_aticns i_ set forth in
Exhibit I of t'he RFP for the program. That format wi:Ll be followed
i in this and subsequent _;ect:;.ons of _:n.is re_ort, but for convenience(
-! of discussion the complete lis_. (.PI to Pl7) will be riivided into
several parts. :n this subsection, items P1 tc P9 are considered.
These items deal di_-ectly with vehicle performance, ope].'_tion0
and cost under no]mal (or ,'.out_n£:) operating conditions ,'_,ndhave
been studied i.n cons-.derable detail in _he Phase l" effort. Some
of the othel- items in Exhih&t I refer mo_.'e to non-v&,utir.,e operation,
such as cold we_th£r conditions, an0. have not bt,_:r:.--.vhddlecin as
-_ great detail.
Vehicle perfc_.-m_nc, _, characteristics (:f the preliminary de-
sign are given in _.¢able 4-2 for items _i through _79. In all
:"_ respects, the hybrid vehicle designed meets or exceeds the min-
imum requirements given in the _FP. This includes minimum req_ire-
ments R1 through _16 and constraints C] tbrou_fh C6, '?he values
" given in Table 4-2 were taken from the update,_ HYVEC =alcul-:.l-
tion given in .A:_,endix V.
"I 4.5 BATI'E_Y CHA|IG, iN_ AND CO|._']IHOT WEAYI4_R OPE_',_A'_'ION
As discussed Jn Appendi): IV, battery ch_roe.: cir.cuits es-
pecially tailored to the needs of the hybrid vehicle were desioned.
In particular, the u::e of battery switching pvrmi-ched efficient
battery charging from both ii0 and 22C V services with the batteries
in parallel and series_ re::.:pectlvely. Considerable. attention was
given to battery charging in t_,e DOE/G}'_ Electric Car Program, Phase If,
and much of that work i_ d:.rect',.y applicable to the h-Tbrid appli-
_o{" cation. For lead-acid batteries the charging voW.rage should be
I limited to about 2 5 V,/ce_,. for routlne charging in order to attain
iI long battery life. As shown iT.,Figure 4-5, taken from ,Re_:erence 6,the vol age restriction lim!.ts the charging curren_ to relativ lyi I _ a ues. The maximum charging cvrrent is p oportional th
_':', cell capacity (AH) and thus '_._ou[dbe much lower for _-be hybrid ve-
hicle batteries than for the electric vehicle batteries, which have
larger capacity cells,, Hence, even though the hybrid vehicle bat-
tery stores less energl, (ex. 12,5 kwh _s compared to I_-.?0 kWh for
the e1,_ctric vehicle), its charging time will be essentlally the
- _-7 hourssame as that for the. electric vehic_'e battery that is.,
using either a constant voltage or a stepped-current cherE._ng
scheme. (6,7) Faster charging is pc,s_ible, but it probably would
have an adverse e£_ect on 5_t_ery life unless oa_eful attention
is given to heating effects. The charging voltages are 147 '/ in
series and 73 V in parallel. When po,_._ible, charging the b_t['e,r_es
in series is preferred because in that c.ase there are no potenv.ia2.
problems with unequal currents in the t_o battery bank_. However,
series charging would require a 220 V _',urv_ce, end t|_at may not be
available at all ].ocations.
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Table 4- 2
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
i
"_:7 i,l Mi,!U.u._!Non z-_luot_i i_an_£
Pl.] FIIDC (Cariolino - 10 gal. tank) 550 km (a)
Pl.2 FUDC 120 kin, (b) 400 km ('])
Pl. _ J227a(B) (alIoolectric opor_tLon) 80 km (a)
~
t 1'2 Cruis,] SI,Lqo_I 130 kl./l_
i_7...I ns :m×imum si,.e._:l
:J PS.i Maximum Speed • 150 km/h
P3.2 Length _,f Time Maximum Speed Car, 1 rain
Be Maintained on Level Road
P4 Accelerations
P4.1 0-50 km/h (0-30 mph) 5.0 s (6.0) (c)
P4.2 0-90 km/h (0-56 mph) 12.6 s (15.0) (c)
(c)
P4. ] 40-90 km/h (25-56 mph) 8.6 s (12.0)
P5 Gradabilit_{
Grade S_peed Distance
P5.1 3% i00 km/h (90) (c) (Unlimited) (e)
P5.2 5_ 95 km/h (Unlimited)
P5.3 8% 80 km/h (50) (c) (Unlimited)
P5.4 15_ 40 km/h (26) (c) (Unlimited)
P5°5 Maximum Grade , 25%
P6 Payload Capacity (including passengers) 535 kg
P7 Cai'go Capacity 0.5 m 3
P8 Consumer Costs
PS.I Consumer Purchase Price (1978 $) $7600
P8.2 Consumer Life Cycle Cost (1978 $) 0.11 $/km
P9 Emissions - Federal Test Procedure (d) (Gasoline Engine)
P9.1 Hydrocarbons (HC) 0.09 gm/km, 0.13 gm/km
P9.2 Carbon Monoxide (CO) 0.62 gm/km, 0.79 gm/km
P9.3 Nitrogen Oxides (NO x) 0.48 gm/km, 0.57 gm/km
(a) Range at which the I0 gallon tank is empty.
(b) Range at which the battery is first recharged by the heat engine.
(c) dPL minimum specifications.
(d) The first number corresponds to first 50 km, second to 120 km.
(_) on ho_t engine _lone.
i
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Figure 4-5. Voltage and Current Profile During Constant-Voltage,
20 A Current-Limited Charge of a Golf-Cart Battery
at 80 °F (Prior Discharge - 80 % at 3 h Rate)
Now consider the cold/hot weather operation of the hybrid ve-
_! hicle and in particular the effect of ambient temperature on the
batteries. It is well known that the internal resistance increases
and the AH capacity decreases (see Figure 4-6) significantly as the
temperature of the battery is decreased. These effects adversely
influence both the electric range and peak power of the hybrid
vehicle. Operation at high ambient temperatures (greater than
II0°F) can adversely affect the life of both the battery and the
motor unless adequate ventilation is provided. Studies of bat-
tery insulation and warm-up at low ambient temperatures (down to
-20°F) and battery cooling at high ambient temperatures were
performed as part of the DOE/GE Near-Term Electric Vehicle Pro-
gram.(7) Those studies indicated that for cold storaqe at -20°F,
it takes about five days for the battery temperature to reach
the ambient value. The battery temperatures for shorter storage
periods are tabulated below.
_. Period of storage Battery
at -20eF(hrs) Temperature (F)k
:l 24 34
48 9
72 - 7
120 =20
1
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Figure 4-6. Effect of Temperature on Capacity of an EV Battery
i If a 30% reduction in battery capacity (AH) may occur without
_'i significantly affecting vehicle performance, the battery temper-
-ii/ ature should be maintained at or above 25°F during operation of
i I the vehicle. If the temperature falls below 25°F during a cold-
soak period, it would be desirable to he_t the battery. Transfer
of heat from the outside to the inside of the batteries is equally
as slow as the cooling process (see the above table). Hence,
increasinq battery temperature solely by external heating has
been found to be unattractive. (7) It may be possible to warm up
the lead-acid batteries by the so-called "boot-strapping" approach
which is used successfully by the General Electric Battery Business
Department £Qr Ni-Cd aircraft engine starting batteries. The ii..
boot-strapping approach involves initially self-dlscharging the
battery and using the internal losses, which are high when the
battery is cold, to heat it. After the battery is warmed up
somewhat, the discharge is continued using an external heating
tape to control discharge currents. For the hybrid application,
the heat needed to raise the temperature of the battery from 0°F
to 25°F is only about 1 kWh, but distributing that energy through-
out the battery pack in 10 minutes could prove to be difficult
even when the battery is cold. This problem has not been studied
to date for lead-acid batteries, but boot-strapping could prove
to be a means of attaining good performance after the vehicle has
soaked at low ambient temperat_res for several days. The hybrid _
vehicle cOuld be operated at reduced performance on the heat an- -_
gine alone even after prolonged inactivity at tempe_:atures of ]
-20°C and lower. _
"i 4-19
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Initial estimates of battery rechargeability and maintenance
(PII, P12) and celd/hot tem_erature operation (Pl0, PI3) are given
in Table 4-3. Considerable work is needed in Phase II to refine
the estimates given in the table, especially in the area of bat-
tery warm-up after long soak periods at sub-zero temperatures.
-I Tab le 4- 3
VEHICLS PERFOP-_ANCE CHARACTERISTICS
PI0 Ambient Temperature Capability
Temperature range over which minimum
performance requirements can be met.
-20_C tO 40°C
Pl] Rechargeabilityi
_I Maximum time to recharge from 80%
_'i depth-of-discharge (routine charge
_I to 96% capacity).
:_ 6 hr
=I P12 Required Maintenance (Battery)
ol
I
_-I Routine maintenance required per
I month.
:I Watering (I or less, depending 15 min/ea.
on use) .
> Equalization charge (2-4, de- 12-15 hr/ea.
eouse
P13 Unserviced Storability
Unserviced storage ove_ ambient
temperature range of -30°C to
+50°C
.:_ PI3.1 Duration _ 5 days
P13.2 Warm-up time required
Battery hea_ing (-20°F) i0_15 min°
-_--I Engine star_cing 30 sec.
!::
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4.6 MEASURES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
:t The energy use of the hybrid vehicle on the various driving
cycles has been calculated using the hYVEC simulation program.
The updated results are given in Figures 4-7 and 4=8. Additional
energy-use results are given in Appendix V.
A format for summarizing the measures of energy consumption
of the hybrid vehicle is given in Exhibit I of the RFP. Values
for the various energy-use measures (El through E8) are given in
Table 4-4. No values are given for E9, life cycle energy con-
sumption per vehicle compared to the Reference ICE Vehicle, because
information was not available concerning the energy required to
1 fabricate and to dispose of the hybrid vehicle. Such information
1 was not needed in the Design Trade-Off Studies and, thus, was not
_I in hand at this stage of the hybrid vehicle study. Since the hy-
_! brid vehicle is about i000 Ib heavier than the Reference ICE
L_ Vehicle, it is reasonable to assume that the energy needed tofabricate he hybrid v hicle would be higher0 but the net differ-
ence in fabrication energy would depend on the recycle pattern of
i_! those components which cause the weight difference between thevehicles. For example, much of the lead in the batteries and=-_o_
-_ copper in the electric motor would be recycled with a significant
_i favorable effect on the life cycle energy consumption of the hy-
zq:_ brid vehicle. The material used to fabricate the exterior shell
_,i (doors, fenders, hood, etc.) of the vehicles will also have a
__ strong influence on life cycle energy use. Life cycle energy use,
including fabrication and disposal, will be considered in material
_ selection in Phase If, but to date that subject has received only
minimal attention.
_! 4.7 INITIAL COST AND OWNERSHIP COST
_ The initial cost of the hybrid vehicle has been calculated
_4 using the same methodology used in References 1 and 3. A cost
breakdown is shown in Table 4-5. The hybrid vehicle selling price
is est±mated to be $7667 compared with $5700 for the Reference
ICE vehicle. The difference in power train costs is $1562. Both
i_ii%_( the vehicle selling price and the power train cost difference aresomewhat higher than given in Referenc s 1 and 3. Thes dif-
ferences are due primarily to the more detailed information that
is now available c_ncerning the size and cost of the power train
components.
The ownership cost of the hybrid vehicle has also been cal-
culated using the same methodology used in Reference I. Results
obtained in the references were corrected to account for the change
in selling price of the hybrid vehicle° This was done by calcu-
lating the fixed capital recovery factor (FCRS) and applying it
to the initial price difference. The change in ownership cost i
i
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Table 4-4
ENERGY CONSUMPTION MEASURES
El AllnU_] [.,_tr_loum fuel onerqy _on..._ml,tl,nl l_Or vehicle (a)
compared to reference vchich* over c.ontractor-dovo]o!,od mi,;nion 2',,710 ,%1 {|,)
(c) ._AVI:I)
1<2 t'kllliU_l tot.l[ eliOt,l]' coll,_;lllnptt¢)n i,or vehicle COillI)al-_d |_) ri._felo|]c, ,
vehicle ovol cont_actor-dc, volo|,ed mi'.mion(a) _,42'_ :.IJ
::AVI:I, (b)
I'] Potential annual fleet I,otro|eum fuel ener, ly ;;avinqs co.,i,.lr,_,d
to reference vehicle ov_,r contractol-devel_qe,l mt:;si_m (c) 25 x l0 q :.;,I
I:.I Potential annual fleet total onerLly consumption (c) compared to :.4 x 10 q ::J (b)
_eference vehicle over contraetor-develope,l mission (d) .%:_VI:[
. (c)
Iiq Average c[lelq_" COllSuml)tlon over maximum nonrefueled ranqe
E5.1 FIIDC (gasoline only) " 45 MJ/km (_,2 ml-i)
E5.2 FUDC (e) 1.59 MJ/km, 3.68 H,I/km,
].8 ,M,I/ l:m
E5.3 J227a (B) (electricit'..' only) 2.45 MJ/km
E6 Average |,etroleum fuel ener,ly cou-_;im_l.tionoveri
._ maximum no._refueled ran,je
%
E6.1 FHDC 2.4', HJ,/kI: (J mpg)
={
E6.2 I'UDC(°) I .5 ,_IJ,,'km(54 mpg), 2.45 '.:J/kin(33 mpq),
!:6. :: .I22,'a (1_ 0 ,_IJ _._" MJ/km (23.5 mpq)
i} 1;7 Total energy consumed (c) versus .listanco traveled starttnq
with full charge and full tan;; over the followtnq cycle'.;
E7.1 FIIIIC 2.45 ._:J/km (Not a Function ot D_t;tancc)
1',7.2 FUDC (Set' l'i,jure 4-8)
t E7.3 J227a (B) 2.45 bIJ/km (Not a l'uncti,m of l,istanec,)
i '._; Petroletuu fu,,1 OIIOt',ly _?_*IIS[IIII(_] ",'_ l't;Utl diF,| ,lace traveledstartin,J with full char.to an,t full tank over the follow-
in, t cyclcu (f)
i; E8.1 I"IIDC 2.45 MJ/km (Not a I'ul/ct. io:l o| Di:;tanc,')
E8.2 ['UDC (:;¢,c|'i.jute 4-7)
9')1"8. _ ,l_7a (B) 0 HJ/km (Not ,, l'ul_<-t ion of l_i:;lanc'o_
I HJ = 0.278 kwh = 948 Btu = .0075a .jal 9asolHm
109 .'4J/yr = 452 t,a,'r,,ls cru,!e oil ',!ay
(.I) Hi:;.'iion is ll,B5_' mi/yr; 65_ !;I'A urban cycl,,, _5'_ t:PA hi,lhwa':' cycle
(1_,) The anuual fuel and oner,ly usaqet; el the ]b,l,21ence ICE Vehiclt, (19gq mo, lol)
are 456 g_llons of gasol_ne am_ *_0,15S MJ. A fleet of one million Reference
Vehicles would use 60 x 10 9 MJ.
(c) Includes otler,ly at, ode,.1 to ¢jenol-att, the, el,.clrieity at the power pl,mt
(.35'_efficiency)
(<') The first number corres!,onds to the first <]_ km; the second numbpr t_,
120 kin; tile third number to 425 kin, at which the ,Ftsoliue tank is empty
' (f) Do(.s not include petroleum consumption r_.'.4ultinq from qeneration of wall
.!ii1 I'hlg electricity tlsed b}' the vohi,'lc
_-23
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was .63¢/mi for the nominal set of economic factors. The owner-
ship costs for the hybrid vehicle are shown in Figure ,_-9 as a
function of the price of gasoline. A breakeven price of gasoline
of about $1/gal is indicated in the figure. At gas prices in ex-
cess of $1/gal, the hybrid vehicle has a lower ownership cost,
i resulting in the net annual savings shown in Figure 4-10. The
__ sensitivity of the ownership costs to changes in the use pattern
_ and the price of electricity are discussed in detail in Refer-
_ ence 3.
4.8 MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY
:==
Maintenance of the hybrid vehicle entails attention to the
same items as maintenance of the Reference ICE vehicle. In ad-
dition, the electric drive system of the hybrid vehicle must also
!_i_ be maintained. Considerable thought has been given to the mainte-
nance of the electric drive system as part of the DOE/GE Near-
term Electric Vehicle Program. Table 4-6, taken from the Opera-
tion and Maintenance Manual prepared for the DOE/GE Electric Car,l sts maintenance actions and frequency for the electric driveline.
Most of those items would also be required for the hybrid vehicle..o R u ine maintenanc and tune-ups for th heat engine should be
I less frequent for the hybrid vehicle, because the engine would beused only a fraction of the driving time (i.e., it would take
longer in calendar time to accumulate a fixed number of equivalent
o m_les or operating hours). The engine oil and coolant would have
to be selected such that they could function longer between changes.
One would expect that the brakes on the hybrid vehicle would last
more vehicle miles than the brakes on the Reference ICE Vehicle
iI because regenerative braking supplies much of the stopping torque
-, in stop-and-go urban driving. After the electric motor and elec-
tronics are fully developed and road tested for millions of miles,
'_. it is reasonable to expect that they will have long life and a
I minimum of routine maintenance. The batteries will, of course,
_ require continuing attention if they are to have a long life, b_t
1 most of that maintenance can be done by the car owner if the
battery charging (including equalization charging) and watering
systems are well designed°
In the calculations of ownership cost it was assumed that
paid-for maintenance of the hybrid vehicle would be 25% less
than for the Reference ICE Vehicle after the hybrid power train is _,_
well developed and road-tested. This assumption is primarily
based on the less frequent need for engine maintenance/tune-ups
and the expectancy that the electric motor/electronics are rel-
atively maintenance free. It was also assumed that with proper "l
design o£ the non-propulsion compoi%ents,* the effective =lifetime
(miles or years) of the hybrid vehicle could be extended beyond
that of the Reference ICE vehicle because of the expected longer
calendar life of the heat engine and the longevity of the electric
drive components. A hybrid vehicle life of 12 years or 120,000
miles was used in the cost calculations° It would, of course,
be necessary to replace the battery pack several times during the
hybrid vehicle lifetime, but that cost is included separate from
the routine or repair maintenance costs°
*Additional chassis and running gear cost (5%) has been included
for the hybrid vehicle.
-i-_i 4 25
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Table 4-6
MAINTENANCE FOR DOE/GE NEAR-TERM ELECTRIC VEHICLE
Maintenance Item Maintenance Action Frequency
Propulsion Batteries Perform Watering Every 2 Months
Procedure
Check Operation of Every 2 Months
Watering/Vent Valves
Check Watering/ Every 6 Months and when
Venting Tubing for battery compartment
Evidence of Cracks, removed from vehicle
Pinching, Looseness
on Fitting
_._ Perform Equalization Once every 7 Normal
_.,. Procedure Charges
Drop Battery Tray Every 6 Months
.-9 and Clean Battery
-_ Tray of Debris _
Check Specific Every 6 Months
_ Gr_ vities or
-1 Open_Ci rcuit Volt-
age
,7
Flame Arresters Inspect and Clean Every 6 Months
Replace Flame Every 2 Years
Ar re ste rs
Watering Tubing Inspect and Move or Every 12 Months
Replace Flattened
Section of Off-Board
Watering Tubing
i AC Power Cord Inspect for Frayed Every 6 Months
or Broken Wires
' 108 Volt DC System Validate Isolation Every 2 Months
of 108 Volt dc
System from Chassis
ii Ground-Fault Current Check Normal Trip Every 6 MonthsInterrupter Mechanism via Test
I Button
i High-Amperage lleavy Inspect Cable from Every 6 Months
%
Cabling Battery to QD Switch
I to PCU and Motor
Inspect Every 6 Months_ Drive Motor Brushes,
Commutator Cleanli=
heSS
-"i'_il Drive Motor Brushes Replace 4_27 EvEry 2 Years ,:_
]
is
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%'he reliability of the hybrid vehicle should be greater than
tLa_. of the Reference iCE Vehicle, _ecause the hybrid vehicle has
twe, ra%he_ than one, drive systems. _%oth systems would have to
be _nope_°able for the vehicle to be sl-randed or totally un_Isable.
The hybri_l power traln is designed suc:_ that tne vehicle can oper-
ate on eit,%er of the drive systems alon_., but at reduced perfor-
mance.
It is difficult to assess quantitatively the vehicle mainte-
nance and reli%bility factors (Pl4 through _'16) in Exhibit J' of
the RFP. If the probability of a failure fo_- each of the compo-
nents in the power train is approximately the same; then it _ould
be expected that system failures with the hybrid vehicle would be
significantly more frequent than those with the Reference ICE
Vehicle. Clearly, this cannot be permitted to be the case, or
the hybrid vehicle could not be marketed in competition with the
ICE vehicle. Hence a design goal for the hybrid vehicle (fully
developed and tested) must be to maintain power train and vehicle
failures to the same or lower frequency than that for the con-
ventional ICE vehicle. Engine failures would be expected to be
less frequent with the hybrid vehicle, because the engine is used
less of the time. In addition, suitably designed electrical/elec-
tronic components have less frequent failures than mechanical com-
ponents. Friction brake failures for the hybrid vehicle would be
_i less f_equent than for the conventional vehicle because the fric-
tion brakes are used less. Major repair of the electric drive
il system is expected to require less time than that of the engine,
because the electrical components are smaller and lighter and it
is feasible to replace the faulty component with a new or rebuilt
one as is done with alternators, starter motors, and electronic
ignition systems in conventional vehicles. In addition, it seems
less difficult to engineer self-diagnostic capability into the
......_ electric drive system than into the engine system. Hence, it
appears reasonable that repair of the electric drive system will
_ take less time and exhibit less variability from case to case
than repair of the conventional vehicle. It is, of course, as-
sumed that the power train is assembled such that suitable access i_
is provided to the electric d_-ive components and electronics. _-
The factors PI4 through P16 are estimated qualitatively in
Table 4-7 in relation to the Reference ICE Vehicle only after :_
the hybrid vehicle is weil-dQveloped and road-tested. Hence, the
maintenance/reliability factors are intended only as long-term :_
design goals of any hybrid vehicle development program. _
4.9 MARKET PENETRATION
In order for hybrid vehicles to have a significant impact on
petroleum usage, they must be attractive to a relatively large
fraction of potential new car buyers° As indicated in Table 4-8,
a recent survey of new car buyers by Newsweek (8) shows that most
cars are used to perform a number of missions and, thus, require i
all=purpose utility. Data is also available from the Newsweek
survey regarding annual miles traveled by new cars in households
#=28
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1
.ncl_-a_-6._ that
1 having orle to three cars. That data (Figure 4-_Ii) _ l'-, ,. _.,
I tO meet a large fraction of ti%e potential merket, a new veL'icledesign must be suitable f r use in excess of 10 000 miles pe_- year,
{
] The hybrid vehicle designed in this study is intend_.d for all ._
1 purpose use and as shown in the sensitivity study (3) is equal_,
i attractive economically for a large range of use patterns (i.e. 0
annual miles driven, fraction of driving in urban a_eas, etc.).
1 In particular, the hybrid vehicle design discusse0 in this report
would be attractive to new car buyers who need a reasonably large
(5-6 passenger capacity) car with all-purpose utility, and who
plan to use the car 10-15,000 miles annually. The hybrid vehicle
designed in this study is suitable for all potential buyers ex-
cept those who travel regularly more than 75 miles daily or do
considerable heavy hauling of such things as boats or trailers.
The various studies completed on the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle
Program have shown no reasons why the market penetration of the
hybrid vehicle could not be significant - at least 50-75% in the
large car classes (5-6 passenger capacity).
Table 4-8
PERCENTAGE USAGE OF NEW CARS PURCHASED IN 1977
Large Cars(1) Small Cars(2)
Principal Average Principle Average
Mission Use (3) Use (4) Use Use
Commuting 38.9 31.7 57.4 41.6
Pleasure trips 15.7 21.2 8.7 17.3
Local Transportation 33.3 27.9 20.4 22.7
Business and School 12.0 19.2 i3.5 18.4
(I) 5-6 passengers
(2) 4 passengers or less
(3) Percentage of owners for which this mission was dominant
(4) Percentage of time car used for this mission
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t Section 5
1 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
t
i 5.1 INTRODUCTION
i The detailed p_eliminary design of the hybrid vc_hicle was per_
/ formed using a gasoline engine, lead-acid batteries, and an auto=
! matically shifted gearbox that could be obtained in the near=term
:i (mid-1981) with minimum uncertainty and technology risk. The hy-
brid vehicle which was designed meets or exceeds all the minimum
I vehicle specifications, but an even more attractive hybrid vehicle
could be designed using one or more advanced technology components.
These components include a turbocharged diesel engine, Ni-Zn bat-
teries, and a steel belt continuously variable transmission (CVT)
as identi£ied in Section 3. The potential role of each of the ad-
vanced power train components is discussed in the following sub-
sections.
5.2 TURBOCHARGED DIESEL ENGINE
HYVEC simulations (1) have shown that a hybrid vehicle utiliz-
ing a diesel engine would have about 25% better fuel economy than
a similar vehicle using a gasoline engine. This comparison in
'1 fuel economy is shown in Figure 5-1. There is, however, consider-
_ able uncertainty regarding the ability of the diesel-powered hybrid
i
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vehicle to meet potential EPA NO_ and particulate emission stan-
dards and to be used in the on/ofi engine operating mode which
would require very fast starts under a range of engine tempera=
ture conditions. Resolution of the._e uncertainties requires action
by EPA and additional test data for engine operating conditions
peculiar to the hybrid application. The test data could be ob-
tained in the early stages of the Phase II effort. The timing
of EPA decisions on the diesel emissions is more difficult to
predict.
: 5.3 NI-ZN BATTERIES
The use of 500 ib of Ni-Zn batteries in place of the 700 ib|
Ii of lead-acid batteries was studied in the Design Trade-Off Studies(Ref. i). A hybrid vehicle using the Ni-Zn batteries would weigh
i about 400 ib less than one using the lead--acid batteries, and as
I shown in Figure 5-2, would have bett_r £uel economy for daily
i:_(l ranges greater than 30 miles. There has been relatively littleoperating experience to date with Ni-Zn batteries n electric
I vehicles, and there is considerable uncertainty regarding their
performance, cycle life, and cost. Ni-Zn cells and batterzes are
currently being developed for e ctric veh cles, but those c lls
ii are much larger than would be needed for the hybrid application
(e.g., 250 AH compared with 115 All). Thus, new cells would have
:I to be designed and fabricated for evaluation in the Phase II hy-
ii brid vehicle program. Discussions with Energy Research Corpora-
tion (ERC) indicated that this development could use essentially
the same plate/cell technology as used in the ongoing DOE Ni-Zn
battery programs. The characteristics (voltage and power) of the
Ni-Zn batteries would be such that tl_ey could be used in place of
the lead-acid batteries with a minimum change in the electric!
°_I drive system and battery charger.
_°" 90
80 ....... ..L.'_" _,\_. 700 lb,
\ ", "q. Nt Zn BATTERY
-_.70 \\\ k,k,\
6__60 \\ ".",,\.> 500 Ib, ",
_; Ni Zn BATTERY \ _"
50 " _'"(5 ';" "_ "_'_
_o 700 Ib LEAD ACID "" "-........LU
,--J 40 BATTERY _
2 3o i
ENGINE GASOI INE
" uu> FIELD CONTROL WITH BATTERY 5WITCHING< 20 Kr 0 02
. KHI - 0 (_ "I
.,!
0 ' = = _ ; : ; J'0 l[I ;'u 3(} 4o 50 60 ,_
DIL;TAN.'5 IHAVELED UI-II/AN {.=;}
{ Figure 5=2, Effect of Battery Type
on Average Fuel Economy
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i Cell and battery data provided to GE by ERC indicated that
I Ni_Zn batteries could be fabricated which met the needs of the
hybrid vehicle program. That is energy density of about 27 Wh/ib
and power characteristics suitable for high-current, pulsed dis-
charge with tQlerable voltage droop. However, these high expec-
tations were tempered considerably when the dissappointing recent
test results for a Ni-Zn battery pack delivered by ERC were dis-
covered. Subsequent discussions between Energy Research Corpora-
tion and General Electric indicated that ERC considered those
battery pack tests to be atypical and that the Ni-Zn battery data
sent to GE was more representative of present technology. Further
clarification of the discrepancy between the two test results is
needed.
The hybrid vehicle simulation results given in Figure 5-2
are based on the cell data sent to GE by ERC and are, of course,
dependent on meeting those specifications in practice. General
Electric has received a proposal from ERC for consideration in the
GF Phase II proposal stating that Ni-Zn batteries having the re-
quired energy density and power characteristics can be fabricated
by mid-1981. The attractiveness of such batteries from a vehicle
performance point of view is clearly evident.
$.4 STEELBELTCVT
_-_I The use of a CVT in the hybrid power train would be advanta-
_I geous for several reasons:
® The effect of the transients on the system controller
because of shifting of the automatic gearbox would be
avoided.
_ • The electric motor and heat engine could be operated near
maximum torque and efficiency for a wider range of vehicle
speed and power conditions.
• The overall control logic (controller software) would be
simpler.
As discussed in Appendix V, IIYVEC calculations were made using a
CVT in the hybrid powc; train. The results indicated that accel-
_ I eration performance and fuel economy, especially for urban driving
for distances less than the effective electric range of the ve-
hicle, were significant]y better using a CVT than an automatic
gearbox of the same overall speed ratio. The fuel econo_!/ results
_"_l are summarized in Figure 5-3.
11 Discussions were held with Borg-Warner concerning the possibleavailability of a steel-belt CVT by mid-1981 for use in the hybrid
vehicle. Borg-Warner is currently testing a CVT in a Ford Fiesta,
I but GE was told by Borg-Warner that Borg-Warner's current plans
1 for ma_keting a CVT indicated a 1985 availability date° In addi-%_on, th_ torque capability of the unit being teote] in the Fiesta
brid application would be required. Hence it was concluded that _
_-_ iiIii_ _ _ ..........•.......•
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Figure 5-3. Hybrid Vehicle Fuel Economy Using
a Steel Belt Continuously Variable
Transmission
even though a CVT has significant advantages in the hybrid power
train, it was not _,ossible to consider it for use in the Near-Term
Ilybrid Vehicle Program.
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Appendix I
DETAILED VEHICLE DESIGN
1.1 DESIGN METHODOLOGY
o
Foremost in the design of the hybrid vehicle was the desire
to minimize the time spent on those elements of the car whose
function and design are not affected by the hybrid nature of the
propulsion system. This philosophy will maximize the effort ex-
' pended in solving the hybrid vehicle related problems, and mini-
mize the total cost of the Phase II program. It was decided to
utilize as many appropriate, standard automotive components as
possible in the preliminary design, and, in fact, to employ as
many components from the Chevrolet Malibu (Reference ICE Vehicle)
I as practical in order to maintain equivalent value to the customer.
t 1.2 GENERAL HYBRID VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONSi The general specifications of the hybrid vehicle, as deter.-t
ii_iI mined in the Preliminary Design Task, are discussed in this/_ Appendix. The drawings presented at the end of this Appendixrepresent graphic illustrations of the elements considered.
_!i I Those components which are not critical to the hybrid nature
i of the vehicle will be presented without discussion. However, it
I should be noted that appropriate calculations regarding function,
_ load carrying capability, etc. were carried out in their selec-
_o tion. Maximum effort was made to utilize components which are
presently available from automotive manufacturers or their
_:_\_?!_ supp lie rs.
_ Elements are categorized according to Uniform Parts Classi-
J_oi:ii_ fication (UPC) groups which are commonly utilized by major auto-
!iiii!_l motiveM ors.manufacturers" The system utilized is that of General
iliI 1.2.1 GENiaL WHICLE DESCRIPTION
_0!i_iI..... Figures I-la, I-lb, I-ic, and I-id are layout drawings of
_'_' the hybrid vehicle as outlined in the Design Trade-Off Studies
_=i _ Report. (i) The drive, battery, and fuel systems are clearly
°o!i_ shown in the phantom views. A three-dimensional cutaway artist's
i/_i_i!} rendering of the vehicle showing these features is depicted in
!,t Figure I-2.
_iii_ii!I The following is a general description of the vehicle and its
subsystems :
0_ (i) B_ood__yConfiguration - 5 passenger (2 front, 3 rear) _ identical
;_ wlth the 1979 Chevrolet Malibu, 4-door hatchback sedan°
: i_l
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(2) Structural Configuration - Body frame integral with resil=
_-e_nt-iymounted front sub- frame.
(3) Front Suspension - Independent short and long arm (SLA) with
t-_i-6n bars.
(4) Rear Suspension - Linkage controlled solid axle.
_ 1, (5) Brakes - Hydraulically power-assisted front disc and rear
drum brakes with proportioning and diagonal split.
:< (6a) Engine - 4-cylinder, 1.6 liter gasoline with electronic fuel
i!_ injection.
(6b) Electric Motor - Shunt-wound dc motor with separately con-
: trolled field and soft-start armature control.
___ (7) Transmission, Clutch and Controls - Three-speed, automatically
qi_ shifted microprocessor controlled transmission driven through
toggling dry friction clutches from transversely mounted en-
i_l gine and electric motor. Concentric differential drives
!=_ through half-axle shafts to front wheels (see Figures I-3a,
'_It I-3b, and I-3c)
(Sa) Fuel System Ten gallon sealed fuel tank mounted under
_I rear seat with vacuum relief fuel cap and charcoal canister
!_ for vapor absorption and storage.
_ (Sb) Exhaust System - Centrally routed exhaust system with 3-way
i:_ catalyst. Muffler mounted longitudinally in rear.
i_ (9) Steering S_stem - Closed center hydraulically assisted rack
__ and pinion steering system.
(I0) Wheels and Tires - Steel 15-inch wheels with radial tires.
Spare rear-mounted.
(ii) Front End Sheet Metal - Re-styled components with fiberglass
reinforced outer fender panels and steel inner reinforcements.
(12) Electrical System - 60/120 volt lead-acid battery mounted for-
ward of the cowl in an enclosed, lined container. Blower ven-
ii tilated. 12 volt accessory electrical system with alternator.
(13) Engine Cooling - Front mounted water radiator with electric
fan.
(14) Bumpers _ Body-colored, steel-face bars with hydraulic energy
-1 I(15) Accessories i(a) Heater/Ventilator/Air Conditioning package consistingof a cycling clutch vapor compression air conditioning i
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system, and a hot water heater augmented by a gasoline
burner (see Figures I-4a and I-4b).
(b) Radio
(c) Power Windows
ii (d) Power Bucket Seats
1.2.2 DETAILED COMPONENT SPECIFICATION
Specific components which have been employed in the prelimi-
nary design are discussed in this section. A brief description is
presented when custom fabricated components are utilized/required.
UPC _* NAME DESCRIPTION
1 BODY
_
__ ,_ IAIA Underbody New fabricated unit structures employing
_°i_ high strength steel membersIAIB Front Hood New styling. Steel construction.
_I IAIC Rear Lid New sty ling. Hatch with tempered
glass and steel frame
IAID Front Fenders New styling. Fiberglass outer and
A1 steel inner panels.
J
, _ IAIE Rear Quarters New styling. Fiberglass construction.
IAIG Roof & Pillars 1979 Malibu
IAIH Glazing 1979 Malibu
IAIJ Front Seats 1979 Malibu
'!!i IAIS Rear Seat 1980 Citation (modified)
IA2A Floor & Sill New. Steel fabrication.
IA2B Instrument Panel 1979 Malibu except instrumentation
IA2D Windshield Wiper 1979 Malibu re_located
& Washer
1A2E MiscellaneousBody Hardware 1979 Malibu
IA2F Exter±or Body New styling.
Ornamentation
I **General Motors Unified Parts ClassificationI-3
.!
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UPC NAME DESCRIPTION
IA2H HVAC *
Heater Core 1979 Chevette
Evaporator 1979 Chevette
Gasoline Heater Vespak
Condensor 1979 Chevette
Compressor GM Rotary Piston
HVAC Control !979 Malibu (modified)
!A2R Restraint System 1979 VW Rabbit
2 FRAME New front subframe
3 FRONT SJSPEN3ION 1979 GM "E" Body complete
4 REAR SUSPENSION 1980 GM "X" Body modified for
additional load.
5 BRAKES
5A Front Brakes 1979 GM "E" Body
5B Rear Brakes 1979 GM "E" Body
5C Service Brake 1979 Malibu (modified)
Pedal
5D Parking Brake 1979 Malibu
Mechanism
5E Hydraulic Master 1979 GM "E" bodyi Cylinder
5F Hydraulic New
Plumbing
5H Hydraulic Brake *Bendix Hydroo_Boost (modified)
Booster
* Items so marked will require significant development.
[-4
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UPC N_ME DESCRIPTION
6 ENGINE
6AI Engine 1.6 liter VW (EF[-L Jetronic).
Modified for on/off operation.
60 Flywheel Flex plate with ring gear
6E Oil Pan Modified shape
I 6F Oil Pump Modified pick-up
6L Inlet & Exhaust Modified outlets
Manifolds -_
6MI Induction System _i
i
6M3 Air Cleaner Remote mount
i 6Q Engine Mounting *New
6Y Accessory Drive *New - over/running clutches
6Y2 Starting Motor VW modified
_til_ 6Z Electric Motor GE. Shunt wound, double-ended output
t
/!
i 7 TRANSMISSION
CLUTCH & CONTROLS
7A Transmission *Servo-actuated
i External Controls
7B Transmission Case *GM "X" Body with modifications
and Gearing
7BIA Engine Clutch *Borg-Warner Overcenter 8 in.
o 7BIB Motor Clutch *Borg-Warner Overcenter 8 in.
7BIF Clutch Control *Modulated Servo Control7C Transfer Case New housing with Hy-Vo chain drive
8 FUEL AND EXHAUST
8A Fuel Tank Modified GM "X" Body
Mounting & Gauge
_ '1 o ..
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UPC NAME DESCRIPTION
8B Fuel Lines New
8C Exhaust Pipe
and b,uffler
80_IA Catalytic VW. 3-way catalyst
Converter
8C-IB Exhaust Pipes New
8C-IC Muffler VW Rabbit
8D Evaporative 1980 GM "X" Body
_ Emission Control
9 STEERING
9A Steering Gear Power rack and pinion
9B Steering Wheel 1979 Malibu
9C Steering Column 1979 Malibu
and Support
9D Steering Linkage GM "E" Body modified
9E Power Steering *Citr6en CX modified with cycling
i0 WHEELS AND TIRES P-225/70R15 on 6J Rim
10E Spare Tire Full sized
ii FRONT END SHEET New
METAL
IIA Front Fenders Fiberglass _ new styling
lIB Hood New styling - steel
llE Reinforcements New _ steel
and Attachments
_T-6
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UPC NAME DESCRIPTION
12 ELECTRICAL
12A Batteries - *Globe-Union - ].2 volt units
Propulsion
_, 12B Battery Box & Stainless steel with internal
Supports reinforcements
12BIA Ventilation Forced
12C Accessory Globe-Union - 12 volt
Electrical
12CIA Charging Control GM 60 amp alternator
12CIB Lamps 1979 Malibu
_ 12F Electric Radi- VW Rabbit
i ator Fan and
_ii_! Controls
12G Horn, Switch and 1979 Malibu
2! Mounting
12H Wiring Harness New
12J Instrumentation New
12K Electrical/ *New. Microprocessor i_
Electronic :_
o i Sensors & Control
%
._1 13 RADIATOR ASSEMBLY VW Rabbit
/
"_I 13A Radiator Mounting New
=_i._il 14 BUMPERS° 14A Face Bars New
i!!I 14B Energy Absorbers GM "E" Body
' !
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li{, UP C NAME pESCRIPTION
!I 34 ACCESSORIESRadio GE
_-,{ Power Seats 1979 Malibu
i
Power Windows 1979 Malibru
Those items marked with an (*) will require significant development
1
! work.
1
I
<_i_ 1.3 STYLING
,j Styling changes have been made to reduce the aerodynamic drag
_ _ coefficient and to lend a new identity to the hybrid vehicle. Since
i iI the roof, glass, and side doors of a Malibu are employed in the v e -
__i hicle design (see Figure I-5), appearance changes have been limited
=_ _ to the front and rear areas of the vehicle. Additionally, the ve-
< hicle has been re-configured to incorporate a hatchback design to
reflect future market trends in family sedans. Figures I-6 and I-7
are artists' concepts of the hybrid passenger car.
i i!/ 1.4 STRUCTURAL DESIGNThe structural design approach centers on the utilization of
" _ the basic body shell (roof, doors, pillars, and cowl) from the
_. Chevrolet Malibu. This is a significant step because much of the
body engineering work which would be required for a new vehicle
would be expended on these components. The underbody, which must
support the hybrid power train components, will be new from bumper
to bumper. Consistent with contemporary practice, it will be fab-
ricated in steel, making use of high strength alloys where required.
The Chevrolet Malibu, which has a separate frame, will be converted
to an internal frame construction for reduced weight without sacri-
ficing structural rigidity.
Figure I-5 is an illustration of the body structure depicting
the underbody, front structure wi_h upper fender reinforcements,
and integral rear wheelhouses. All components, with the exception
of the basic body shell, will be designed and fabricated specifi-
call_ for the hybrid vehicle.
1o5POWER TRAIN COMPONENT ARRANGEMENT
The power train consists of the following elements:
I Q Heat Engine
• Electric Motor
L[_ _ ...... _ _ ..... ......... ............... ............... i ....... ........ :-..:_ :::-.... F _-L ii
:_ .... ',, ' _thth_1%_1_Te=1,4vvuvvuv/ |_L- /--r
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• Transmission
• Wheel Differential
• Drive Axles
• Clutches
• Clutch Actuation Mechanisms
• Transmission Shifting Controls
• Accessory Drives
• Engine Starting System
The Design Trade-Off Study (1) showed that the vehicle should
be front-wheel driven. Hence, all of the preliminary design ac- A
tivity was on front-wheel drive configurations.
1.5.1 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
In order to develop a viable power train arrangement, primary
consideration must be given to the functional requirements demanded
' by the control strategy. Hence, the power train acco,_odates the
¢ following operating modes:
_! • Idle the electric motor with accessories operational
< and vehicle at rest with transmission in gear.
i • Idle the heat engine with the accessories operationaland vehicle at rest with transmission in gear.
1
! • Accelerate from rest with the electric motor only.
I • Accelerate from rest with the heat engine only (foremerg ncy situations).
[! • Deliver power to the wheels from both prime movers
_ol simultaneously.
• Transmit power from the wheels to the electric motor
for regeneration.
• Allow the electric motor to be electrically and me-
chanically removed from the system for prolonged high
speed cruising.
• Start the heat engine rapidly while the vehicle is in
motion.
• Start the heat engine from the eleCtric motor while
the vehicle is at re.'.
o
• Start the heat engire with the vehicle at rest without
th¢ assistance of the electric motor (for emergency
situations).
• Charge the batteries from the heat engine even when
the vehicle is at rest.
• Turn off the heat engine while the vehicle is in motion.
• Shift gears in the transmission automatically _n re=
_ponse to system microprocessor commands°
[1
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1.5.2 CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS
1.5.2.1 Clutching
It become_ clear immediately that at least two clutches are
required to have the ability to mechanically disconnect either of
the prime movers. Additionally, there ,lust be at least one energy
dissipative clutching member between the transmission input shaft
and the prime movers. Another conclusion which can be drawn is
that the members both the and theclutching
at engine motor must
be active (as opposed to passive or overrunning) since torque
} must be transmitted in both directions to each member at various
times.
_.° It seems, therefore, that the simplest system would be to
_= have one active, energy-dissipating clutch mounted on each prime
mover. Since both of these clutches are active, they can perform
both the "switching" as well as the starting functions. Of all
of the candidate configurations analyzed, this system proved to
be the simplest and easiest to package°
-i Accessories pose additional problems as discussed in the
Trade-Off Studies Report. The need to drive the accessories from
:_ either prime mover requires some interconnection between them.
The further requirement that the accessories be driveD with the
° transmission in gear and the vehicle at rest requires that this
_ interconnection cannot be shared with the primary driveline un-
°_ less an additional driveline clutch capable of transmitting the
sum of both powerplant torques is inserted between the intercon-
_ necting member and the transmission. Since this torque is about
......i ten times the accessory torque, it seems more reasonable to drive
...._ the accessories independent of the transmission drive A simple
___
! "back to back" overrunning clutch mechanism between the motor and
engine will accomplish the desired result of sharing the accessory
load between the two prime movers. This clutching mechanism is
passive and requires no outside control.
Consideration of the two driveline clutches reveals two im-
portant points regardlng clutch actuation. First, these clutches
must be modulated on application, and their rate of applicatiom
is dependent on the desired rate of acceleration of the vehicle.
Second, contrary to most energy dissipative automotive clutches,
the actuating mechanism must be capable of operation in both the
_ppli_! and released mode for extended periods. This requirement
led to the selection of a clutch with a "toggle" or "over-center"
actuation muchanism similar to those employed on implements and
power take-offs.
Io5.2o2 Transmission Type
It was decided at the outset that the deve±opment oi: an _l-
new transmission was beyond the scope of this project an,| that
only available transmissions, albeit re-packaged or mo,lifie,_,
would be considered° Although this is not unr_eceooa_ i!y restric-
tive, it does limit such things as the overall ratio availability.
[ l_ !0
/
• i i
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r'or the purposes of this section, a transmission is considered
that unit in the mechanical drive which includes the final drive
gears, the axle differential, the individual gearsets and their
associated clutching elements, and the housing to contain all of
these components. An automatically shifted transmission is defined
as one which can be shifted under power. Contemporary automatic
transmissions are of the planetary gear type and have their input
i:i and output shafts on the same line. The choices were restricted to
this type.
There are five basic types of transmissions which were studied.
These are listed below with examples of vehicles which utilize them:
• Straight through types (GM Toronado)
• Through-and-back types with hypoid final drive (Audi,
=_ Dasher)
• Through-and-back types with spiral bevel final drive
\ (Renault)
I
• Through-and-back types with helical final drive (Omni/°3
Horizon)
i • Concentric differential (GM "X" Body)
< Of these five basic types, only two of them yield drive packages
.i which fit within the envelope established. These were a longi-
_I tudinal arrangement employing the through-and-back type with hy-( poid final drive, and a transverse arrangement utilizing the con-
centric differential.
As shown in Figure I-la, the heat engine and electric motor
are mounted transversely in the hybrid design. Computer analysis
indicated that insufficient frontal crush space was available with
a longitudinal arrangement of the engine and motor mandating the
transverse arrangement. With the transverse motor/engine arrange-
ment, the concentric differential type transmission followed as
the logical choice. The gear ratios of the 3-speed GM "X" body 0
gearbox are 2.84/1.6/1.0:1 in first, second, and third gear, re-
spectively. The overall gear ratio of 2.84:1 is less than opti-
mum, but it seems to be the best choice of transmissions currently
available.
I. 5.3 SYSTEM OPERATI()N
Figure I-8 is a schematic representation of the final drive
package. Table I-1 illustrates the operational status of all major
elempnts related to the list of power train operating modes listed
_ in Section 1.5.1.
1.5°4 SYSTEM LAYOUTS AND DRAWINGS
Figure I-la is a layout of drivc!ine components dopicting the
major functional elements. The major components arc !abollcd to i
correspond to the schematic (Fiqure I-8).
!:i;/ ,-!
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Table I-1
MAJOR ELEMENT OPERATIONAL STATUS
OPERATING
MODE £) C2 O/R\ OIR2 ll_ EM TW,_S
1 Open Opel, Free Driving Off Base RPM Any
, 2 Open Open Driving Free Idle Off Any
3 Open Activated Free Driving Off Various Forward
4 Activated Open Driving Free Various Off Forward
6 Open Closed Free Driving Off Above Forward
. Base RPM
• i 7 Closed Open DLiv_ng Free High Off Forward
-I 8 Activated Closed Free Driving Starting AboveBase RPM Forward
9 Activated Closed Free Driving Starting Base Neutral
i0 Open Open Driving Free Starting Off Any
,%
_I ii Closed Closed Driving Driving Various Above Neutral
° "t Base RPM
o) 12 Open Closed Free Driving Off Any Any
_='° /
!_ i 13 Closed Closed Driving Driving Any Any Any
,t_ 1.6 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF HARDWARE
ilI Even though every effort was made to minimize the hardware
o development tasks which would be needed in Phase II, there are
_ several areas in the vehicle system which will require develop-
ment of mechanical hardware which is not readily available from
', ._ conventional ICE automotive use. These elements are discussed
briefly below.
1.6.1 PRIME MOVER CLUTCHES AND ACTUATORS
Two over-center or toggling dry friction clutches with auto-
matically modulated application mechanisms and thermal protection
or control must be developed to perform the function of smoothly
starting the vehicle from rest and of starting the gasoline engine
when the vehicle is in motion (see Figure I-3c_.
1.6.2 CLOSED CENTER CENTRAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
complete closed center hydraulic system to provide power
steering and power brake boosting must be developed including
cycling clutch hydraulic pump, control, priority valve, steering
valve, and brake booster modifications. This system will be built
employing as much available hardware as possible. However, the
total system function w_l! require some development work.
i I_I2 1
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1.6.3 ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEM
An accessory drive system (Figure I-3a) capable of powering
i the accessories from either the motor or engine must be developed.:I T is drive will also include the hyd aulic pump required for trans-
! mission shifting.
t
1 1.6.4 NOISE AND VIBRATION
The control scheme requires the intermittent operation of the
heat engine at relatively high loads and speeds. This could prove
to be annoying because the engine will not seem to be operating in
concert with the driver's demand. Some considerable effort might
be required to minimize, by using noise insulation techniques, the
noise and vibration entering the passenger compartment from the
( forward power train package.
_I 1.7SUMMARYLIST OF DRAWINGSAND ILLUSTRATIONS
"I The Preliminary Design Data Package drawings are all included
Jl at the end of this appendix. A summary of the drawing content and
the figure number for each are given below:
1 SubFeet Figure Number
Transmission, clutch, and I-3a
controls, right side view
1 Transmission, clutch, and I-3b
--_/ controls, left side view
Transmission, clutch, and I-3c
controls, Section A-A
Heating, ventilating, and air I-4a
conditioning package, plan view
Heating, ventilating, and air I-4b
conditioning package, left side
view
Ilybrid vehicle body structure, I-5
exploded view
Artist's rendering of the hybrid vehic1o I-6 and I-7
Schematic of drive packaqe [_8
Ilybrid vehicle layout, left I-la
elevation, 1/5 th scale
llybrid vehicle layout, plan I_iI,
view, I/5 th scale
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_I Su_ect __i_u_e Number
Ilybrid vehic].e layout, front I-Ic
view, 1/5 th scale
llybrid vehicle layout, rear I-id
view, 1/5 th scale
(
i Ilybrid vehicle, 3-dimensional I-2
"'"i cutaway
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Figure I-7. Artist's Rendering of the Hybrid Vehicle -
Left Front Quarter View
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,:!1 Appendix il
VEHICLE RIDE AND HANDLING AND FRONT
, , STRUCTURAL CRASHWORTHINESS ANALYSIS
//iiiI I1.1 INTRODUCTION
'"I Preliminary vehicle ride calculations were made in conjunction
i with a linear range handling analysis in order to verify that the
hybrid vehicle would exhibit response characteristics similar to
those of contemporary ICE vehicles. A computer study was conducted
to provide a preliminary assessment of the crashworthiness potential
of the hybrid vehicle frontal structure.
ii ,.2,,DE.AT.
Ride character is established by the ride frequency. In an
attempt to match the ride character of the Chevrolet Malibu (the
Reference ICE Vehicle), the front and rear ride frequencies were
measured and determined to be 1.16 Hz and 1.35 Hz, respectively.
The front frequency was matched exactly as a starting point.
Since the vehicle has a different pitch inertia, the rear ride fre- i
quency for the hybrid was calculated by obtaining a similar pitch
response. This calculation resulted in a rear ride frequency for
the hybrid of 1.9 Hr. The large difference in rear ride frequency
to attain the same vehicle ride as the Malibu is due to the more
forward location of the vehicle's center of gravity and the dif-
ferences in the pitch inertia.
ll.3 HANDLING ANALYSIS
_'izi_ An analysis of the line _" range handling characteristics of
!ii//!I the hybrid vehicle ,_as made _. order to determine its steady state
and transient responses to a steer input. The model utilized in-
cludes all suspensiol_ geometry and compliance effects. The iner-
i!:_ii! tial properties of the vehicle, as well as the linear range prop-= ii erties of the tires, were a so includ d
i i At this stage of the design process, all of the suspensionparameters (bushing rates_ for example) are not known exactly, and
some estimates must be made based on measurements of suspension
parameters _rom vehicles with similar suspension systems. Addi-
tionally, the tire characteristics, which alone are one of the most
critical variables in the system, can only be estimated because the
tires to be utilized on the final vehicle have not yet been deter-
mined° The results of this analysis, however, proved to be very
significant because they illustrated that the hybrid vehicle as
proFosed herein will exhibit handling responses similar to those
of other vehicles in its class=
' II-!
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I II. 3.1 RESULTS
The results of the handling analysis are summarized below in
-.J tabular form. Tile input data for the handling ca]culations are
f listed in Table II-i and are shown graphically in Figures II-i
and II-2.
!_ DRIVER FULL RATED
_ PARAMETER ONLY LOAD
_ Roll Gain, Deg/g 7.05 8.01
Control Sensitivity @ 60 mph, 2.99 2.97i Ft/'qec2/Degi
--_ Vehicle Total Understeer, Deg/g 8.61 8.70
_I Characteristic Speed, mph 29.9 29.7
_I Yaw Velocity Response Time, Sec .I01 .098
Lateral Acceleration Response .304 .329
Time, Sec
_-_iiI Sideslip Response Time, Sec .338 .356
II.3.2 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The usual range of roll gain for American passenger cars is
6 to i0 degrees per g._ while control sensitivities usually fall
between 2 and 7 ft/secZ/deg at 60 mph. Characteristic speeds for
passenger cars are normally in the range of 25 to 40 miles per hour.
At 60 miles per hour, yaw velocit_ response times are usually less
than 0.2 second with lateral acceleration and sideslip responses
usually below 0.5 second. Low response times are desirable since
the vehicle will tend to fe_l more stable with little driver tend-
ency to overcontrol.
All the handling parameters for the hybrid vehicle fall into
the normal ranges cited for American passenger cars. Hence, the
handling of the hybrid vehicle should be satisfactory.
11.4FRONT STRUCTURALCRASHWORTHINESSANALYSIS
In order to provide a preliminary assessment of the crashworthi-
"_ ness of the hybrid vehicle's frontal structure and drive component
placement, a computer study was conducted. Utilizing the preliminary
design package configuration, a series of vehicle collision simula- 1
tions were made to evaluate the vehicle crash environment for a I
30 mile per hour frontal barrier impact. The computer study was i
done by MGA Research Corporation using their lumped mass vehicle ii collision simulation program (SMDYN) which is described in Sec- J1 tion II o5.
]
,
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'_:)1 Table II-i
INPUT DATA FOil IIANDLING ANALYSIS
'; i Vari,_i_Ln |]t,[ i Hitit n |Iii_ ti3 M,Itln i tud+,
+!i Wf Total weight on front whe+_Is o[ the vehi,'l,_ lh 2704
<_{. W r Total wt_ight ell re+it wheels t}[ the vtq,icle lb ] 106
@
1 Wuf Front unsprung weight lb ]09
W Rear unsprung weight Ib 274ur/
L Whee Ibase in. l08
hf Front roll center height above road plane in. 1.67
h r Rear roll center height abow_ road plane in. ]2.89
i i huf Front unsprung weight cg height above road plane in. 12._fl _
hur Rear unspru:_g weight eg height above road plane in+ 12.98
,_+-'_ h t Total vehicle cg height above road plane in. 23.18
i Is Sprun% mass roll inertia about origin on roll Ib-sec2-ft 805. 3
xx axis _elow cg of total vehicle
' F_ g yaw Inerti._ _b_,ut ¢_i_i, uH rol 1561.7
zz axis below cg of total vehicle,
-_, I" Unsprung mass yaw inertia about origin on roll Ib-sec2-ft 478.4
_, < zz axis below eg of total vehicle( I= "' ISz Sprung mass _,roduct of inertia about orxgin of ib-sec2-ft 0roll axis below cg of total vehicle "
Df Front r II damping coefficient t t-lb-see/deg 23
D r Rear roll damp|n9 coeffieieBt _t-_b-soc/dog 9.8
Kf Front roll stiffness ft-lb/deg 5+?CI
K r Rear roll stiffness ft-lb/deg ]75
Ftf Front roll camber coefficient (+ understeer) +.91
i' Rear roll camber coefficient (+ understeer) 0
tr
E@f Front roll steer coefficient (+ understeer) +.06
Etr Rear roll steer coefficient (+ understeer) 0
ENf Front aligning torque deflection steer per deg/lO0 ft-lb +1.5
wheel (+ undcrsteer)
q
Eyf Front lateral force deflection steer per deg/lO00 Ib +.6
wheel (+ understeer)
lNf Front aligning torque deflection camber per deg/lO0 ft-lb +.02
wheel (+ understeer)
]'yf Front lateral force deilectiou camber per deg/1000 Ib +l.2
wheel (+ understecr)
ENZ W_eelRearaligain_{+U de_5_e_}t°rquede[leer|on stee_ per _vg/lO00 ft=Ib =..t _.i
ROa_ l_%_r_ f_e deflection steer per ,|eg/lO0 ft-tb -.L i
E_Z wheel (* _nd_r_teer) i
|'Nr Rear al[gn_ng torque deflectJun camber wheel deg/|O00 |t-lb -.i
(+ understeer)
Rear lateral force deflection camber per wheel deg/lO00 Ib -2.0
,_' I FYr (+ understeer)
cornering for one tire Ib/dcg 2'}_C f Front(always tirepositlve) stiffness .
?! 11-3
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Tabl_ II-i (continued)
Variahlo Dofinttion .............
C Roar tirr_ cornorirlg sttffnnl]n Jot ou_ tirt_ lb/deq I._t}
,_1 (alwnyn i)onitivo)
C Front tlro c,3albt!l: _itiffl_o/ni _1 oil,, ti[c (por_itivo) lb/dr_¢ 4il
"1f
c l_a,_r tiro c,lll_](}17 tttiftlleflfl for OIiO t il._ (]_O';rt¢-iVI_) lb/dt:!g 2]
N I [ Aiblning tol,lU,> per unit _lip amll,_ lot o1_o front ft-.Ill/dog 56
tire (po,qitiw_)
' N Aligning torque per unit slip angle i_r ono rear ftolb/dog 11
_*r tire (positive)
N Aliglliw.i tor,luo p¢,r lulit cdlllber aflqlo for olle fron¢ _t-lb/deg 3
If tiro (positive)
N Aligning tOI,lUe per unit camber _nqle for one l.car ft-lb/dog 3
vr tire (positive)
L f Overturning mom_,nt per unit slip angle for one ft-lb/deg 32
front tire (positive)
L Overturning moment per unit slip ,ingle for one ft-lb/deg 30
L_r rear tire (positive)
Overturning moment per unit camber angle for one ft-lb/deg 24
L f front tire (positive)
L Overturning moment per unit caa_er angle for one ft-lb/deg 21
,r rear tire (positive)
Steady state lateral acceleration selected by user ft/sec 2 10.0
Ayss (should not exceed i0 ft/sec 2)
x Distance from front wheel center to lateral accel- in. 57.3
eration measurement point (positive for points
behind wheel center)
z Distance from road plane to lateral acceleration in. 19.8
measurement point (positive for points above road
plane)
u Forward velocity mph 60
"_t Printing time increment for transient response sec .05
:_ (not to exceed .i sec)
tma x Total time interval for transient response S¢I_ 1,25 _
....!i;i!
;:-, ,! II_ 4
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Pigure II=2. Transient Response to
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i The methodology used was bn,_ed on the assumptions that the
'_ hybrid's occupant compa_tment would bo identical to that of the
, 1978 C ovrolet Malibu an that occupant survivability in thc_ y-
I brid c_'onfiguration could be insured if the hybrid's cra.qh environ-
1 meat wa_ found comparable to that of the Malibu compliance test
i crash data results. The following approach was used. ]?irst, com_
pliance teat crash data was obtained for a 1978 Chevrolet Malibu.
I This data p_.ovided the basis of comparison for evaluating the pi'o_
/'i_._ po_ed hybrid configuration. Second, since static crash data wasnot available for the base car structure, data from similar sized
vehicles was employed in the SMDYN model in order to duplicate the
known vehicle collision performance. ModJ fications were made on
the crash data based on engineering judgments to achieve a match
between simulation results and the known base car deceleration
pulse.
|
i /' 'I The front structural elements used in the simulations are rep-
I resentative of existing automotive designs and represent structural
elements which can be packaged into the hybrid. Further investiga-
i_/ill-'"!'"' tions are necessary to determine the actual structural design; how-
ever, the slight modifications necessary to fine-tune the elements
should not create problems within the constraints of the hybrid's i
, front structure.
_ii Once the base simulation was completed, a series of calcula-
tions were made to study the following component configurations as
i_ _il. variables:
• Longitudinal and transverse heat engine package, without
a battery pack
• Both engine configurations with battery pack installed
o behind the heat engine
iiii_!i'_i!II • Various battery pack crash characteristics
• Structural component changes
• Variations in vehicle weight
From the analysis results, it was found that a transverse heat en-
gine layout can rcsult in crash performance similar to that currently
: _I provided by the Chevrolet Maiibu. However. the longitudinal heat
engine package cannot achieve this objective within the dimensional
constraints of the preliminary design.
data/information a,,ailable at the time of the study. :rn some cases
......._o ! the data is not direc_!y applicable to the proposed hybrid. Howcver,ii 'i trends shown as a result of the study are valid°
_ "'_lc-7-I:-° I i. The Transverse Drive System (TDS)package shows much greaterp-,'omis_ uf affording crash protection comparable to that of the con=
i °_:"1 ventional car than does the Longitudinal Drive System (LDS). The
'_; ' I_ II-6
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LDS could afford similar levels of protection, but would require
a major redesign to obtain more _tructural crush .qpace.
2. For both drive confi,j_irations, the maximum intrusion _nto
the passenger con|pertinent occurred in the tunnel area ,_:_ a ro:s_]l
of the heat e_ 'nglne and associated drive components This aro;/ _f
the body structure shou]d receive a high ]eve]. o_ emphasi.'_ duri,l,!
Phase II.
3. Increasing the structural resistance (while, maintaJninq
i_easonable values within the state-of-the-art automotive technology)
reduces passenger compartment intrusion without sigpificantly af-
fecting the peak deceleration levels of the TDS Hybrid.
4. Battery pack intrusion into the passenger compartment was
not a serious problem. It appears th,gt the TDS layout can achieve
a desired objective of preventing such intrusion. However, further
test information is required for the interaction between the trans-%
t verse heat engine and battery pack.
1 5. Although occupant response was not addressed directly in
this study, it seems likely that a hybrid vehicle design which Faid
i careful attention to crashworthiness would satisfy FMVSS 208 i_ _ryriteria for fully restrained occupants. This conc!usio- _:" _ ed
i on the reasonably similar passenger compartment dece_xti%,s .or
the Chevrolet Malibu and the TDS strengthened structuJ c. and on the
_(i occupant injury levels recorded in the G.M. "A" Body t_sts.
i_l/ Trends resulting from the computer simulation runs become very
apparent when the maximum deceleration is plotted against maximum
._ intrusion _Figure II-3). °_ost evident is the clear separation of
the LDS and TDS configurations, with the LDS results tending toward
both higher intrusion and higher peak decelerations. Irrespective
of the absolute validity of these results, it is clear that the
longitudinal drive system will be much more difficult to package
for crash protection than the transverse system unless significantly
greater crushing space is made available.
II.4.2 ANALYSIS RESULTS
Vehicle crash test information was obtained by MGA which sum-
marizes the results of 30 mph frontal barrier collisions of a 1978
Malibu four-0oor coupe and a 1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon two-
_ .;I door coupe. Both tests were conducted with belted part 572 dummies
in the front outboard seating position.
1 The average passenger compartment decelerations are shown in
Figure II-4 and the injury criteria along with other significant
measurements are shown in Table II-2. Note that all established
injuJ:y criteria for FMVSS 208 are satisfied in both baseline tests°
The maximum dynamic crush of the Malibu w_ 27_8 inches, a_d o£
: i_I the Cutlass, _ppz_oximately 30.0 inches. The corresponding reduc-r. ....<_
tion in compartment _paee (intruSion) was 2.9 in_h_s in the drlv__ s ;:_
toe boa_d a_ea for the Mallb_ and 6.0 _nehe8 in th_ passenger's ho_
" board area for the C_ iass_ i
II-7
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occupant compartment, the vehicle should meet applicable standards
if the deceleration waveform and intrusion levels do not exceed
those observed in these test results.
V"I_ Utilization of the SMDYN mathematical model requires struc-
i
i i rural strength data as input. Crush test data was not available
for a G.M. "A" Body car, so estimates were used based on static
data from a 1974 Ford Torino.
!_ A schematic diagram of the baseline Malibu model is shown in
!iii Figure II-5. The basic structural force-deflection profiles usedare plotted as Figure II-6. Some structural properties were ad-
justed to provide a better agreement between the predicted and
measured compartment deceleration values. These adjustments con-
sisted of a 20% reduction of the rear rail force level and a de-
crease in an early spike in the front frame from 49,000 Ib to
29,000 Ib at 4.0 inches of deformation. A comparison of the
final predictions with the test results for the Malibu is shown
in Figure II-7. The maximum dynamic crush predicted by the simu-
lation was 28.8 inches with a firewall crush of 4.4 inches.
Data was available for a VW Rabbit radiator and engine frontal
°_ structure (Figure II-8). This data was used as input in the TDS
°I Model with the appzopriate clearances for the hybrid package.
In order to provide for the battery crush characteristics, a
single 6 volt lead-acid battery was statically crushed (Figure II-9).
Since the battery layout included two banks of individual batteries,
one in front of the other, an optimum condition was hypothesized in
which the front and rear batteries crushed simultaneously at the
same force levels. This was designated the soft battery condition
and results in the same force level at twice the deflections of
the single battery crush.
Twelve SMDYN simulations were run of hybrid vehicle configura- :_
tions. Five of these were of the LDS (longitudi_al) and seven of
the TDS (transverse) configurations. Table II-3 identifies the
runs made and lists some significant results obtained from each
run.
iI
ol;_l From a crashworthiness point of vJ.e'_, there are two functions
that a vehicle structure se_ves: i
• Protecting the occupants of the vehicle from excessive
=_?J deformation of the passenger compartment.
_I • Protecting the occupants of the vehicle from excessive :_
deceleration !ovels.
If we consider the base Malibu configuration results to be the
_i'i,I goal for the proposed hybrid design, the TDS configuration shows I
i} great promise and with additional effort would probably be ii_ successful. J
II=11
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K1i iii,_
KB ---------
Ml K4 K5 M4
•:, KIO
)
-_ Ml - body
Mo engine
M3 cross member
I M4 barrier
: K1 - upper sheet metal
Ko front frame rails
L.
K3 - rear frame rails
K4 - firewall
K5 - radiator/er)gine front
K6 - e.gir}emount (forward)
K7 - e.gi.e mount (rearward)
K,I - tra,smission mount (forward)
K9 - tran.smissionmount (rearward)
KIO - drive line
'i Figure II_5o Schematic of Conventional Vehicle Model
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1 Figure If-10 i_ a schematic representatiorl of the hybrid
model. Included are plots of the representative simulation runs.
il_} A comparison of the deceleration waveforms with and without bat-
] tory packs for the longitudinal and transverse driveline arrange-
J,)
;'I ments is shown in Figures II_lla and II-llb. A preliminary indi-
/\I cation of the effect of battery °rush characteristics is illustrated
in Figures II-12a and II-12b. rlation in battery crush strength
\ does not result in a signific, _ change in compartment deceleration
1 for either driveline configuration.
In an effort to reduce the passenger compartment intrusion
:.| levels, additional runs were made increasing the strength levels
of the frontal structure. This strengthened structure included
a 20% increase in the front sheet metal and frame elements. The
effect of this change is shown in Figures II-13a and II-!3b for
the lightweight vehicle (4000 ib) and Figure II-14 for the 470b ib
_iI,_ configuration.
. Of the hybrid vehicle configurations simulated, the most prom-
_i_il ising in achieving the same level of crash protection (judged by
deceleration waveform and compartment intrusion) as provided by the
baseline Chevrolet Malibu was the transverse drive system arrange-
ment with frame rails and sheet metal crush strength increased 20%
above that show in Figure II-15. A direct comparison of decelera-
tion waveforms achieved with this configuration and with the base-line G.M. "A" Body is shown in Figure II-16.
_I H.5 SPRING-MASS SIMULATION (SMDYN)SMDYN is a rather simple (in concept) computer program that
treats a physical automobile structure as a one-dimensional repro _
sentation, idealized in the form of discrete (lumped) masses inter-
connected by _l,assless, deformable elements characterized by force-
deflection properties. The model is general in nature allowing a
larje nu_er of discrete masses with totally flexible connectivity.
Each specific application requires the definition of lumped masses
and resistive elements to approximate the physical characteristics
of the structural system under consideration. Figure II-17, for
example, illustrates a typical modeling approach for simulation of
an automobile impacting a rigid barrier.
The program is implemented in the BASIC computer language and
inputs required include the magnitude, initial displacement, and
velocity of each discrete mass, and a definition of the connectivity
and force_deflection properties (for both loa3ing and unloading) of
each resistive element° Schematic diagrams of various co]2;sion
models typically studied are shown in Figure II-18o
Force_deflection properties of specific resistive elements
can be obtained by static crush testing of the corresponding phys_
i ical _tructures. Crush testing techniques have been developed_i__, that _acilitate isolation, proper collapse mcde control, and mea_
...._ surement of the fcrce_deflection properties of various automotive
i structural elements°
._.:,i:oI II_ 22
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K12
K10
,i 51
i K7 M5
_: Ml _ M2 K2
_' K9
,_ K5 K6
=_ ,_ K4
_i M] - body K4 - rear frame rails
_,,_
_i_i_ N2 - engine/drivesystem K5 - enginemnuF,t (rearward)
i H3 - cross member/unsprung,nass K6 - enginemount (forward)
M4 - battery K7 - transmissionmount (rearward)
?A
M5 - barrier K8 - transmissionmount (forward)
-_ K] - upper sheet metal K9 - drive system/firewa]l
K2 - radiatm'/enginefront KIO - battery/firewall
K3 - front frame rails Kll - engine/battery
.,,_ K]2 _ batterycontainmentstructure
i
'i_._'II Figure II-i00 Schematic oF Hybrid Drive Models :II
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: The program itaelf accepts _uch empirically developed farce-
deformation characteristics in a tabular format, thus allnwing a
i general loading curve consisting of a number of force-deflection
.J coordinate_. An unloading curve in al_o specified for each resis-
I tive element in the form of three unloading _]ope_ (Figure II_19).
The unloading path is automatically constructed based on the point
i at which unloading is initiated. If re=loading take_ place, the{
unloading curve is retraced back _o Une primary loading curve which
I_ is then used thereafter. Cyclical loading/unloading i_ also con_
; sidered. If this does occur, the unloading path shifts parallel
1 to the deflection axis consistent with the most recent point of
! zero deflection rate. The general nature of the unloading path
I allows consideration of elements that allow only compression (eog.
I the bumper structure) or elements that are physically capable of
/} developing tension forces (e.g., the frame rails).
i
Fi,_ i
/l
u
o K1
F1 ;]
K2 ,
P_I[CTION
Figure iI-19o Illustration o_ Res_st_v_ Eiem_nt :ii!
:_i) _nput Propertles !i
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automotive st]:uctural materials are known to be strain rate sensi-
tive, a method cf accounting for dynamic overstr._ss is incorporated
.... into the model. Based on the work of Kamal and others, an over-
I stress (rate) factor in the neighborhood of 1.3 or 1.4 has been
_i,', found to produce reasonable correlation between static and dynamic
1 test data for collision velocities around 30 mph. Within SMDYN, a
I logarithmic rate factor, as shown in Figure II-20 is employed ccn-
sistent with tile nominal overstress magnitudes indicated above anai
_ also providing the additional advantage of producing static load
.... values as the deflection rate approaches zero.
_i Output from the simulation consists of: a) a concise listingof all input parameters, b) accelerati , velocity, a d displacement
i!iI time historie_ £or each discrete massn c) f@rc_ and deflection time
histories for each resistive element, d) maximum value of accelera- _
tion for each mass, and e) maximum value of deflection for each re-
_"l sistive element.
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,,"1t MICROCOMPUTER CONTROL
i OF PROPULSION SYSTEM
1 .I.1 INTROOUCTION
_I The main function of the hybrid vehicle propulsion control
_Lo:I subsystem is to translate the driver commands to the vehicle into
0_ a controlled response of the heat engine, motor, and other compo-io nents of the propulsion system. This complex control function
_ must be, carried out in an optimal manner taking into considera-
° I tion the limitations and constraints imposed by the various compo-
_{ nents of the propulsion system. The complexity of the control
_I function necessitates the use of a microcompute, whose major func-.., tions are summarized as follows: ._
: I • Vehicle Drive Train Sequencing
- Startup sequencing !
! - Selection of propulsion source i
1 - Propulsion source sequencing
_I - Optim_m_ torque/power distribution for combined
....... electric motor and heat engine operation
- Gear selection
_ - Clutch and contactor status selection and control
-- o
o° • Feedback Control of Heat Engine Torque
°_ • Feedback Control of Electric Motor Torque
• Operation Interface
• Battery Charging/Gauging
• System Monitoring, Warning, Operator Displays, and
Diagnostics.
The most complex of these functions is the vehicle drive
train sequencing. The control strategy developed will be exe-
cuted by the microcomputer in order to accomplish the functions
listed above.
The vehicle drive train sequencing includes sensing the need
for switching from one mode of operation to another mode and in-
cludes controlling the blending of the heat engine and electric
motor outputs so as to minimize jerking and provide optimum per-
formance. The operation of the heat engine and motor are con-
trolled in order to obtain as high an efficiency as possible and
to minimize the amount of emissions to the extent practicable for
the given conditions of operation. Details of the overall control
strategy are given in the next _ection. The control strategy to 1
be discussed is an improvement on the earlier control _trategy
used in the Design Trade-Off Studies. Modifications were made to: 1
• Improve fuel econo._y
• Reduce emissions
•} I I I- I
1
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• Operate the electric motor as near to its theoretical
maximum efficiency as possible.
The basic principles of the control strategy are the same if a
i fuel-_njectod gasoline engine or a diesel engine is used. Thecharacteristics of the engine used in the torque-speeds curves
I are those of a diesel engine. For the Phase II project however,
! detailed data on the 1.6 £ EFI-I, engine will be used which will
be supplied by VW. Figure III-i shows a block diagram of the hy-
brid vehicle propulsion system. The combined vehicle controller
i block contains the microcomputer that forms the decision making
system. Several vehicle, electric motor, battery, and heat engine
parameters are measured and sent to the microcomputer as inputs.
The output of the microcomputer is converted by the appropriate
oi transducers and sent to the various propulsion system components.
111.2CONTROL STRATEGY(
_ III.2.1 PROPULSION WITII ELECTRIC MOTOR ONLY
l The propulsion battery state-of-charge permitting, the elec-
i tric motor will be the primary source of power in city driving
! where the speed will be normally limited to less than 30 mph.
i _ This mode of operation will be valid also when the vehicle is pro-
_ viding regenerative braking or is moving in reverse. The state-
°i of-discharge diagram of the battery with operation states is shown
:I in Figure TII-2 for the zone 0.7 _ S > 0, where S is the battery
_ ' state of discharge. The motor is the primary power source in the
_i city, but the heat engine takes over if S goes above 0.7. The
region .75 • S " .7 is used for load leveling by the motor. If
! S _ 0.75, the heat engine starts charging the battery until S = 0.7.
The battery will not be allowed to discharge above S = 0.8.
The battery modules can be connected all in series, giving a
nominal voltage of 120 V or connected as two series packs in parai-
lel giving a nominal voltage of 60 V. This approach is used to
reduce motor base speed durinq starting. The full voltage (120 _J)
operation and the half voltage (60 V) operation are referred to
later in the text as Eb and .5 Eb operation, respectively. The
motor can be operated in either mode with or without the starting
resistor (Rs).
III.2.1.1 Motor Performance Characteristics
The motor operates so that it will _ started by battery
switching until the speed reaches the base wtlue. Then as the
motor enters into the constant hp region, the developed torque is
controlled by the field current. The moto_ is permitted to oper-
ate in steady state either with half battery voltage (0.5 Eb) or
with full battery voltaqe (Eb). Correspondingly, there are two
base speeds of the motor, i.e., ]000 rpm and 20[0 rmp, respec_
tively. Note: In the Preliminary Desiqn the rpm values are 1100
i and 2200 but calculations were done for ]000 and 2000 rpm.
............... _.; . ' ..... _ ....... ................ ,_ _ 4 _ _ _ D_._2 _ .......... _"_'_:
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Figure III-2• Battery State-of-Discharge Diagram
',_ Figure III-3 shows the armature cu_:rent profile wheil the motor
is started by the battery switching method. The field current is
! assumed to be at the rated value (Ifr) during the entire startup
_- transient• Initially, 0.5 Eb + Rs zs imFressed in the armature
=:i circuit. When the current (Ia) falls to 170 A as speed rises,
only 0.5 Eb is switched on. At 430 A, Eb + R s is impressed and
_" then at 250 A the full Eb is applied• Under all transient condi-
;, tions, the peak armature current is limited within 480 A. With
full Eb, the motor can operate at peak power which corresponds to
/ 480 A for 60 seconds or at rated loads (rated current = 213 A)
continuously. Figure III-4 shows the torque-speed characteristics I
-i of the motor. During battery switching, the field current is con- Istant and therefore the torque is proportional to armature cur-
rent. However, during field control, the torque-speed curves 1
have the shape of a rectangular hyperbola Figure III-5 shows• 1
= the motor power-speed characteristics which have been derived
from Figure III-4. Figure III-6 shows the relation between motor !
developed power and the armature current limit. With the rated _
current of 213 A, the motor can develop 19 kW whereas the peak _=
power output - 35 kW - corresponds to armature current of 480 A.
Figure III-7 shows the motor efficiency-speed curves with
full battery voltage. At the rated output (18 kW), the efficiency
falls but the peak efficiency remains near 2000 rpm. With the
reduced output, the efficiency first increases and then decreases,
and the peak efficiency point shifts to a higher speed. Fig-
ure III-8 shows the s_milar efficiency speed curve at half bat-
tery voltage. Pigure iI[-9 compares the efficiency curves at
0.5 Eb and Eb. For the same output power the efficiency is higher
with Eb above a critical Speed. The critical point shifts to the
right as the power output decreases.
1
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III.2.1.2 Zones of Operation
The electric motor (or the heat engine or the combined drive)
can operate with either of the four gear ratios, and the torque-
speed curves of Figure III-4 can be translated to vehicle torque-
speed curves corresponding to each of the gear ratios as shown in
Figure III-10. Since the vehicle always starts with first gear,
_i the battery switching transients are translated for this gear
ratio only. For a constant power operation in the field control
_,ii region, the operation remains on the constant power curves for all
gear ratios. The peak power curves corresponding to 0.5 Eb and
ii Eb operation are also shown in Figure II_=10. If the vehicle op-
erates between zero and 6 mph, the motor is always operated at
0.5 Eb and 1000 rpm, and the slipping clutch provides the required
_" speed. However, when the vehicle speed falls below a specified
value during a deceleration or when standing before a traffic
light, the primary drive clutch is disengaged (opened)°
Between 6 to 12 mph the vehicle is operated with 0.5 Eb only.
iiiiI Be low the rated power li ne (wi_Ti_i=7th 0"5 Eb)' steady state operation
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Figure III-8. DC Motor Efficiency Curves at Half Battery
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°!!_I is possible at any point by control of field current. In the re-
gion above the rated power line but below the constant rated
torque, T r, transient operation is permissible with the peak arma-D
!i ture current (i.eo, 480 A). Above 12 mph the vehicle is operated
_ in field=controlled Eb mode. Steady state operation is possible
if the operating point lies below the rated power line, whereas
transient operation is permissible in the region between the rated
power and peak power llne_.
III.2.1.3 Control Block Diagram
::iI The driver essentiar[ly controls the propulsion command torque
.:-:.._' by pressing the accelerator or brake pedal° The accelerator pedal
, q
u
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io commands the positive torque which is developed by electric motor
and heat engine, but the negative torque commanded by brake pedal
can be developed by the electric motor only iD the regenerative
_ I mode of operation. A simplified block diagram of the motor torque
ii 1_f .I control system is shown in Figure III-ll. The total command torque
T* = T_M + ThE, where T_M = command torque assigned to electric mo-
_ , 0 , ,
tor and THE -- command torque to heat engane. The optzmum dlstrz =
bu zon of T E and T depends on a speclal algorzthm which will -
.... M .E. - ii
be described later, TIIE = 0 indicates motor operation only.
The feedback torque control loop system has an inner armature
current control loop. The error in the current control loop weakens
the field current to establish the desired armature current. Under
the condition of battery state of discharge S > .75 and T_M = 0,
the heat engine will be required to charge the battery by the com=
mand current =IcH. =ICH will depend on the excess engine capacity
available that is subjected to a maximum limit. The actual current
i":__i:_:_-_ __ ,_- ........................._.... .................................
• q . ° ' 0 ." , , . , i_i...... _ ' ' ......:' _ : _-_--- :: 77_: - ,_
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Figure III-ll. Motor Control Block Diagram
limit will be set after consultation with the battery manufacturer.
Feedback torque is not available through a transducer and will be
computed by the relation T = K_fI a. The coast down torque, Tcst,
holds true when both accelerator and brake pedals are released
and corresponds to a fixed amount of regeneration. _
III.2.1.4 Gear Cha_ging Strategy
ii__. The gear ratio at any vehicle speed is determined by the de-
","i_iI sire to attain the optimum efficiency condition of the electric
ii motor. The motor efficiency is highest near the base speed (2000
rpm) .
The strategy of gear changing is illustrated by the sequence
diagram in Figure III-12 and the operating points are shown in the
vehicle torque-speed curves in Figure III-13. Regardless of .5 Eb
iiilI Eb mode of operation, the motor always starts from standstill in
first gear (GRI) and as the speed increases, the motor goes to
second gear (GR2) at 3567 rpm so that the speed after shifting is
_i 2000 rpm. The same principle is followed for GR2 to GR3 and GR3
i_:_I to GR4 transitions. As the ea_ slows down from high speed, the
reverse transitions occur at the same operating points°
_igure I_TI-12, Motor Gear Changing Sequence biag£am i_
III=ll
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Figure I!l-14 shows th,> startup sequencing flow chart. As
mentioned previously, reqai:dless of which propulsion unit is pri =
mary Jn tile drive system, the vehicle always starts with the elec-
tric motor. Soon after the start, from re_t, the sequencing has
to take one of the following branches:
(I) If tile demand torque Js less than rated motor torque,
T r, and w_htclt, s|,eed is below 12 mph, 0.5 Eb mode of
operation is desired, floweret, in this mode if motor
speed is above 2000 rpm (vehicle speed = 12 mph) or
armature current exceeds 430 A, conditions are estab-
lished for going to Eb mode.
(2) If during steady operation in 0.5 Eb mode the battery
state-of-discharge becomes greater than 0.7, the vehi-
_:: cle is run with the heat engine as the primary propul-
sion unit.
(3) If the initial command torque is qreater than Tr, and ,::
:-" the battery state of charge permits, the transition to
:., Eb mode of operation occurs. However, if the condition
--- S - 0.7 is detected, tile heat engine is started and
i_ used as the primary propulsion unit. On the other hand,
'" if T* :. Tc, the heat engine is started for load leveling
purposes. The heat engine is always started using the
vehicle drive shaft until its speed reaches 500 rpm and
then the heat engine is fired.
IIi.2.1.6 Regeneration Mode Sequencing=
:_ For the active regeneration mode, the same block diagram as
seen in Figure 11 l-ll ho]ds true except that the command t_rque
is negative. In this mode the battery is charged by the motor
acting as a generator. Tile regeneration mode flow oh_l[_ i8 shown
in Figure III-15. As the speed slows down in the Eb mode and the
field current rises to the rated value, .5 Eb + Rs is applied to
the armature circuit. As the current falls below critical value
Iac, .5 Eb is switched on and regeneration is continued until
If = Ifr. Then the vehicle stop is completed by applying mechani-
cal brakes. Several other possible entry points are also shown
in the flow chart.
ITI.2.2 PROPULSION WITII IIEAT ENGINE ONLY
L
The heat engine is the primary source of power in highway i_
driving when the vehicle sl,eed Js typically above 30 mph or if 71
the battery state of discharge becomes greater than 0.7. :iI
III.2.2.1 l'erformanct; Characteristics !
he operating chat'actcristics of the h,'at cntline which are
im|,ortant for cot_trol st_ratogg develop,,ent will be briefly re- :_
:7iI viowedo Figure I!I-!6 shows the maximum en,line power and tor,|u,2
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available for various speeds (rpm) under maximum throttle opening.
Figure iII-17 shows the fuel consumption at different power frac-
tions (Pf) under different engine speeds. As shown in the figure,
the fuel consumption is lowest for the 2000-3000 rpm curve. Again
as Pf decreases below typically 40%., fuel consumption increast, s
rapidly. Similarly, emissions become high if the enqine is run
above 86% power fraction. Though transient operation is permit=
ted at any operating point, the control will attempt to restrict
the operation to the high=efficiency region uounded by the effi=
ciency/emission limit curves. Figure [][=!8 shows the normalized
torque vs. throttle angle curves at different engine speeds. Fig=
I ure III_19 shows the torque vs. speed curves with ¢]iffer_nt throt-
tle angles which have heed derived from Figures I II-16, 17, and 18o
t,
i iII=15
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The torque correspondinq to 86% (TcI l) and 40% (TcI,) power outputs
are a]so shown in the Figure. The throttle angle is the main con-
trol variable when the heat engine is in operation. The throttle
angle relationships used in the present study are for the diesel
engine, but they are tyl)ical for a fuel-injected gaso!ine engine.
Further syst(,m controller development in Phase II would use throt-
tle angle re]ationships fo,- the 1.6 _' gasoline engine supplied by
VW.
111,2o2o2 Zones of Operatipn _
The to lu(- opecd curves o[ the heat engine given in Figure ]]] ]6
::: can be translated to vehicle drive tOr, lUe vs sl)eed curves for eaCli
c_lrves corvc, spon_tinq to a throttle openin_ I of 60°o The 86';, and 40_,_,
!l ,-l_(,
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Figure II3-17. Engine Fuel Consumption at Different. Speeds
curves are also plotted for each gear ratio. Since the power trans-
mitted is essentially unaffected by the change of gear ratio, the
operating points described by a constant speed (in rpm) lie on a
constant power hyperbola. The envelope bounded by the maximum
torque-speed curves in Figure III-20 describe the zone of operation
by the heat engine.
III.2.2.3 float Engine Startup
The heat engine is always started off the vehicle driveshaf: .
This procedure means, in essence, that the electric motor acts as
the starter. Figure II[-2] shows the transient when the heat en-
gine is coupled with the power train. Assume that lIE clutch is
closed at A which lies on a constant: power profile PHE(PHE<PPK). _
Momentarily, the motor speed will fall from '*_ito "_2 resulting in :I
an armature current overshoot. The locus of PlIE should be such
that the rc_sulting current peak does not exceed the profile of peak
power PPK' l,;ventually the field current will respond to return the
armature current to the oritTina] va]uc,= The heat engine might be
required to start early during battery switching because of peak
load r,_quirements or battery state of (lischa,:q_ bt,coming _Treater
:::] than °75. Undc, r these conditions, th(, engine clutch may be closed
I
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in the 0.5 Eb mode so that the engine speed would be about i000 rpm
and the peak current would be limited to 480 Ao This procedure is
shown in Figure III-10 and explained in the flow chart (Figure Ill-14).
III.2.2.4 Control Block Diagram
The control block diagram of heat engine operation is shown
in Figure Iil-22. It is a torque controlled system simi!_r to th_ i_
of electric motors where the command torque T_E is assigned by the ":
torque distribution algorithm. The error in the torque loop gener-
ates the throttle angle command _* and the corresponding error in
the angle control loop drives a step motor to set the angle. Since
no torque transducer is used, torque will be derived by computation
:_ from (_ and '"lIE signals. The torque relationship will be supplied
...._'I by VW based on tests of the 1.6 _ I!:FI-L engine.
I[1.2.2.5 Gear Changing Strategy
The optimum regions of operation with different gear ratios
are shown in Figure [[!-23 and the gear changing sequence diagram
is shown in Figure ITI=24. The transition from GRI to GR2 occurs
if the speed exceeds 5000 rpm or the speed is (Treater than "_i with
torque failing be]ow the TCI J curve of GR2o The down-shifting tran-
sEtions well be initiated if the speed fal]s below 1000 rpm or speed
I [ 1=18
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Figure III-19. Torque-Speed Curves at Different Throttle Angles
is less than {_2 with torque exceeding the TCH curve. Similar tran-
sitions in the higher gear ratios in Figure III-24 are described
with the help of the Boolean Functions.
III.2.3 PROPULSION WITH ELECTRIC MOTO]. AND HEAT ENGINE COMBINED
The electric motor and the heat engine will be required to
operate simultaneously under the following conditions:
(i) When the heat engine or the electric motor is running
alone and the commanded propulsion torque is beyond the
capability of th_ primary propulsion unit, combined op=
erat]on will be demanded. In this combined operation,
when the total commanded torque falls within the capabil-
ity of the primary unit, the system reverts back to the
original condition (J.eo, one unit operating).
(2) Electric motor starts the vehicle from rest. If, after
the initial start-up operation of the vehicle, the battery
state-=o[-discharge is %treater than 0.70, the motor and the
engine run together for a short period until the enq_ne
begins ho function as the primary drive unit°
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Figure III-21. Motor Transients Due to
Coupling of Heat Engine
(3) The heat engine is required to charge the battery anytime
the state-of-discharge exceeds .75, so that the battery
capacity remains sufficient for starting from rest and
peak load requirements. In this mode of operation, the
motor acts as a generator and it operates in the current
control mode. Since the heat engine acts as the primary
propulsion unit only, its excess power capacity is uti-
lized to charge the battery subject to a maximum current
limit.
1....I III.2.3.1 Gear Changing Strateg_y
In the combined operation of the heat engine and electric !
motor, the total available torque is determined by the addition of
their separate torques. The gear changing strategy is defined such
ill that the gear ratio falls in the common range o_ both the drive _.
1 III=21
-_.ill
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'_ _I';! T*--------_ ,T_E__ Stepper Throttle Position
- Me,o,
Torque Distribution _,_
• Algorithm I I
_--!f((_HE, 0 ) ----J
!
_i_f_il Figure III-22. Heat Engine Control Block Diagram
1
= :: units. The gear ratio is determined by the operating point on
2"j heat engine torque-speed curves provided the operating speed of
°_ _ the motor is above the base value (2000 rpm) and below the maximum
_ _ speed. Figure III-25 shows the zones of operation of the heat en-
:_ o] gine for different gear ratios and the corresponding sequence dia-
gram is given in Figure III-26. Parallel operation of motor and
i . engine is normally r stricted to above 12 mph (i.e., 2000 rpm in
! _ _ GRI). The .5 Eb mode of operation for the motor is permitted with
_ °[ the heat engine on a temporary basis durinc a transition from motor
only to heat engine only or vice versa. If the speed in GRI ex -
ceeds 5000 rpm, shifting occurs to GR2. The down-shifting transi-
ion will occur if speed goes below 2000 rpm or torque is higher
than TCH of GR2 wi_i% speed below '_i" The gear shifting conditions
for different gear ratios are summarized by Boolean functions in
Figure III-26.
III.2.3.2 Torque Distribution Algorithm
In the combined operation of engine and motor, the total com-
manded torque is to be distributed between the propulsion units so
that the overall system operates in an optimum manner. Table III-i
gives the algorithm for torque distribution. The total connnanded
torque T* is determined from the accelerator pedal position and is
identified to be in the range for combined propulsion unih ope_-ation
and T_M and T*HE are determined°
IIio2o4 PROPULSION UNIT SEQUENCING S3RA_hGY'T
The sequencing strategy of propulsion units is summarized in/: Figure /II-27. The vehicle will start in EM mode and can transition
t
.t
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Table l]I-i
7()ROUE DISTRIBUTION ALCORITIIM
TEM m + TCII ". T ".Tma x TEM -- TEM m, TII = T - TEM
* * W W *
TEM r 4- TCH .. T .,. TCI ! + TEM m THE = TCI t, TEM = T - TIt E
Tcl + TEM r .. T < TCH + TEM r T _ * *
_2-:" EM = TEMr' THE = T - TEM
* * * * *
Tmn +Tcl .. T < Tcl + TEM r THE = Tcl, TEM = T - Tit E
.J
* * * * *
< T < + = Tmn, = T -', Tmn Tcl TE M THE TEM
_ , ,
i T a 0 T = TEM
The variables used above are defined below:
TCH - maximum preferable heat engine torque for low emission
Tcl - minimum preferable heat engine torque for good fuel
economy
TEM m - peak motor torque for E b transient operation
TEM r - rated motor torque
\
-_I Tma x - total peak torque for motor and heat engine
Tmn - minimum preferable motor torque for good efficiency
to }|E mode through the EM + liE mode only. If regenerative braking
is commanded, the system always returns to EM mode irrespective of
the present mode of operation. During steady operation in any of
the modes, tile required command torque is determined from the ac-
celerator pedal position and executed by the respective control
block diagram. Tile system transitions are summarized as follows:
' EM _ EM + HE
%
There are two possible paths of transition from EM to EM 4 HE
mode. If the motor is running in the 0.5 E b mode and the battery
state of discharge becomes greater- than 0o7, transition will be
commanded to EM + HE mode for eventual transfer to lie mode. In
this transition, the engine is started from the vehicl_ driveshaft
1
_I III-23
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SYMBOl_ _qPEED, fpm
e*_ 1784
#_'_ 3325
ICe_ W1)® IT,: TcttOf GR2) ce':4 3876
\ >.,
(w < w 21• (1 > TcHOf GR2) _ ( GR. _ ' " " " t Of GR41
-'_ I _ _--_w3,(W> 5000,)
+,(e< 1000) _"-_ "_-- + " (T< TcHt
t (_ < w'3)• It >_!_..ot Gr3_ _ \\ \
IW< _'41 • (T > TCH Of GR 41 _
t + (.< 1000)
W HEAT ENGINE SPEED, rpm
"! Figure III_24. Engine Gear Changing Strategy
_I_ until its speed reaches 500 rpm and then fired. The alternate
J transition path holds true for a number of conditions which canbe summarized as follows:
i _i1 • In the Eb mode of operation if the battery state of dis-
charge becomes greater than 0.7.
• The torque demand is such that it crosses the critical
power profile PHE for time delay Td.
I • The initial torque command is above Tc (Figure II-10),and speed above i000 rpm is detected in 0.5 Eb mode.bat ery discharge exceeds 0.7 and speed above i000 rpm
/; is detected in the 0.5 Eb mode.
• Vehicle speed exceeds 30(l-S) 2 mph for time delay Td.
ili Under any of the above conditions, the vehicle goes to EM + HE
mode after closing the HE clutch°
The transltion from the EM _ HE to EM mode occurs when the
brake pedal is pressed (regeneration required) or the total com-
mand torque falls below that correspondinq to the PHE curve with
the battery state of Gha_rge permitting. Under this condition, the
command torque is trans[elred to the motor, H_ cl_%ch i_e op_n_,
and the engine is shut off bM _e£t_ng o* = 0o
il
I%t%/%_ t%t%_%") n-c. r- 4
" GE.*IERAL _ LLECT_,IC
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J
The transition from lie to EM + lie mode occurs either to moot
peak power demands (passing) or as a transition to EM mode of op ®
)' eoration. _gur I]1-28 shows the envelope above which assistance
o, of the motor is required. The profile is placed somewhat below
the maximdm envelope such that engine operation above TCH is
.:f avoided by allowing sufficient time for starting the motor.
In the above transition in highway driving, the motor can be
started (i.e., brought up to idle speed) by the battery switching
'-,._. method• It is then brought up to 90% of lie speed before the clutch
%. is closed• ,'his avoids a deceleration of the vehicle during motor
o', starting• [n urban driving, the electric motor is always up to
o speed and it is activated by simply turning on the field current
/::; and then closing the main contactors.
".,_ )
L, °( The reverse transition to liE mode from the Ill.:+ EM mode occurs
,. _ under the following conditions:
,(
,fo°,i2f • The command torque falls below the envelope shown in Fig-
,l
,)] ure III-28,
_0 • The battery state-oil-discharge exceeds 0.75.
%2
.... • Battery state ....f-discharge is greater than 0.7 when engine
o is charging th,2 battery.
,)L._
,, • Vehicle speed exceeds 30(l-S) 2 mph.
When any one of the above conditions is encountered, the command
::_,_!" torque is transferred to the heat enqine, the EM clutch and con-
:i factors are opened, and motor field is de-energized.
' lIE .) EM
5 f
_U;.... I'his siml)l(: transition occurs when the brake pedal is pressed,
'"°_: At this command, lie clutch is opened and l",M clutch is closed, and
__0..... the motor counter emf is brouqht up by the field before the armature
:, contactor is closed.
111.3MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM
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The selected iml,lementation must take into account the relative
complexities and sampling intervals necessitated by each function.
The most complex function, VEIIICLE SEQUENCING, is slow relative to
the TORQUE CONTROl, func:tions. From previous experience with the
( ITV electric vehicle controller, preliminary estimates for tile sam-
i pling intervals for each function are given in Table 11]-2.
I Table 1 I1-2
1 CONTROI,I,I,',R FUNCTI ON CIIARACTER ISTI C.q
I l'unction Complexl_ .';ampling Interwtl
,j
i!I
Vc,hicle t;equen,2e lli_.lh i00 msec
:5
", lie 't'orque Control Mediu,u 4 msec -
,%,i g|_ ]_'' L'O ,'t, ,|t, Control Me(,, _I|], 4 msec
:( Battery Char'go Medium i sec
h
.i_I Ope_atot inter'face Low 120 msec
' _ Consider that tile ITV controller required about 50% of an INTI.:L
°," ) 8080's processing for mainly two functions, motor current control
and electric drive sequencinq. For this application, even with ahigher performance CPU (such as the IN'PEL 8086) the processinq re-
_i quired would probably be much more than 50% and, therefore, would
leave less margin of flexibility. Beyond functional considerations,
the implementation must take intrO account special requirements as-
sociated with the maintenance and test of the controller and the
hybrid power train. For diagnostic purposes the controller hard-
ware and software has been partitioned into modular functions which
may be tested indep_uldently.
111.3.2 llARDWARE DESIGN
The microcomputer based hardware shown in Fiqure 1II-29 is
divided into four major parts and is contained on three separate
boards. Each board has a separate microprocessor and exchanqes
informat ion with other boards through a common bus.
Board 1, Vehicle Controlh_r
_° The vehich' controlh, r provides the vehicle drive train se-
quencinq and heat enqine torque control functions. This board
serves as master and is based upon a ]6-bit CPII (such as the INTEL
8086 type).
Board 2, I.:h, ctric Drive ControIh, r anti Op_51tjljo3]_ In_tFrfaco Unit
The I.:I,I.X'q'Ri C DRIVE CONq'ROI,IA.:I_ prov] ties tht, elect'r! e motor i
torque control ant baltery cha_qe cur,-cnt profile rune! ions. in
addition the ()I'I,:IU_'I'OR INTI.;RFACI.: UNIT would st, nd display informal ion
r(:ce_ve control inputs from the op,e,,,tor
:_:t'i'( [ 1 I- _1
,,i1
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Board 3, Controller Monitorin_ Instrument
The CONTROLLER MONITORING INSTRUMNET enables th_ on-line moni-
toring of system parameters within the two controllers and, corre_
spondingly, the hybrid drive train. The unit would serve initially
as a means for perfecting the hybrid control system st_:ategy. Later,
the same on-line monitoring features might be used for test purposes.
Boards 2 and 3 would be based upon 8-bit CPU's (such as the
INTEL 8085). The information exchange bus provides communication
between the two controllers and the MONITORING INSTRUMENT. At the
time of detailed design, the optimum bus type and communication pro-
tocol would be determined. Special test inputs are planned for each
controller so that each can be operated independently for debugging
of the hybrid drive train.
III.3.3 SOFTWARE DESIGN
The software subsystems for each microcomputer is to be struc-
tured top-down into modular units for ease of development and flex-
ibility of design. The software operating system for each micro-
computer is to be clock driven for real time operation. Figure III-30
presents a simplified view of the functions implemented in software
between the two controllers. Assembly language programming is re-
quired for _ach CPU type in order to meet performance requirements
associated with the sampling intervals of the controller functions.
GENERAL _ ELECTRIC
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Appendix IVDESIGN STUDY OF THE BATTERY SWITCHING CIRCUIT
! FIELD CHOPPER, AND BATTERY CHARGER
l IV.1 INTRODUCTION
Preliminary design of a battery switching circuit, field chop-
l Jl
._I per and battery charger for the Ilybzid Electric Vehicle (HEV) were
( undertaken in this study. Block diagrams of the circuit implemen-
_,_i_ tation, preliminary packaging, and size and weight estimates were
I desired for each function. Manufacturing cost for production quan-
l tities of 100,000 units per year were estimated based on a produc-
ibility analysis.
1 Goals of the preliminary design study include:
• Low-cost but reliable electric propulsion motor controller
,,(
!o 1 • Modular circuits to minimize development time and cost
ii • Accessible packages, i.e., each function is removablei independent of other functions, to s mplify d bugging,:, maintenance, and repai r.
° I Figure IV-I is a functional block diagram of the major com-
i ponents in the HEV electric drive subsystem. Tecbnical and cost
details of the microcomputer-based "controller" (above the dotted
° line) are not included in this study. However, the packages pre-
_ I sented are sized to include the microcomputer controller. The
:I propulsion battery is illustrated in Figure IV-I for clarity only.Remaining functions, including on-board charger power unit, batterycharger, battery switching contactors, and field chopper are in-
cluded in this prelimi-lry design.
The quantitative results of this study are presented in Sec-
°_ tion IV-2. Design detail and circuit discussions of each function
are presented in Section IV-3° Section IV-4 includes details of
the preliminary packaging.
. IV.2 SUMMARY OF THE DESIGN STUDIES
The preliminary design results for the battery switching cir-
oo cuit, field chopper, and battery charger are summarize¢ in this
section. Results are given for manufacturing co_t and _elling
price, size and weight, and reconmlended packaging for each of the
= components. The manufacturing cost results presented are _l)pro -
priate only for the following assumptions:
J
I) Costs are in first quarter 19"79 dollars
2) I00,000 IlEV electric drive subsystem:; are produced },er ye,i_.
Cost data from the producibility analysis for tht. Near-T_rm
Eh.'ctric Vehicle (1) were used for estimatinq manufacturinq costs.
IV-1
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Material costs were obtained from vendor estimated quotes for the
components in production quantities. Labor estimates are based on
typical assembly times fo_ similar General Electric Electronic
Systems. ProductiQn cost estimates were obtained by applying ap_
propriate factory overhead factor_ to the b_Ise material and labor
costs. A functional summary of the estimated manufacturing eo_t
of the propulsion control electronics and the power contactor/
starting resistor assembly is given in Table IV-I. The high volume
(100 K/yr) selling price estimate of the propulsion control elec-
tronics and the power contactor assembly is $829.90 as shown in
Table IV=2. The selling price includes profit (10% after taxes)
and equipment/development amortization.
Table IV-i
PRELIMINARY PRODUCTION COST ESTIMATES
(Bat. Switch Ckt, Field Chopper, Bat.
Charger and On-Board Chrg. Pwr. Unit)
Material Labor Estimated Mfg. Cost :
Cost ($) (Minutes) ($), i00 K Qty
Power Contactor Assembly
Bat. Switch Contactors/
Starting Resistor 173. 38 10.0 243.30
On-Board AC Charger
Power Unit 58.49 18.0 93.05
Wiring/Enclosure 8.00 i0.0 18.38
Propulsion Control Electronics
Field Chopper 22.00 34.8 57.11
Battery Charger/
Logic Power Supply 137.78 43.0 219.63
Wiring/Enclosure i1.65 29.7 38.12
TOTAL: 412.10 145.4 669.58
A modular circuit board -- Wire Wrap (WW) or Printed Circuit
(PC) -- packaging approach is recommended in this study. Each
colaponent function is normally mounted on a single board. Function
weight estimates, plus approximate circuit board and power supply
requirements, are given in Table IV=3.
Recommended packaging requires two enclosures, a power con-
tactor/starting resistor assembly and a propulsion control elec-
tronics housing. Functional paritioning and packaging alternatives
_' IV-3
?
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! Table IVy2
SELLING PRICE SUMMARY
(Power Con(actor Assembly and Propulsion Control ElectLoonics)
Cost/Unit
($)
Manufacturing Cost 669.58
Equipment/Development Amortization 22.00
Profit (10% after taxes) 138.22
TOTAL SELLING PRICE: 829.90
"_ Table IV=3
' PRELIMINARY HEV ELECTRIC DRIVE CONTROL PACKAGE SUMMARY
,_umbe r Power Off-Board Function
o_ Boards Supply Components Weight
Enclosure/Function (6"x9" ) Required Requi red (Ibs)
Power Contactor Assembly
i Bat. Switch Contactors/
i
Bat. Com.
Shunt Amplifiers .5 , 15V ,- 1
AC On-Board Charger + -- 8
Power Unit -- VBat" 1
Enclosure Brackets ...... 2
Propul_ion Cuntrol Eloetronics
Field Chopper 1 ' 15 V 20A 4
. 7.5V Darl ington
isolated +Heat Sink
Battery Charger I 50A 4
Darling(on
+Heat Sink
Microcomputer C_trOl_er 2 (avail- +5V Sensors 5 _t.
able)
Logic Powe_ Supply I 12V DC Fuse 13
Input
_ :;t,,L_el_o,]rds l (wire -.- -- I
;i or wrap)
2 (Printed
- ] Ckt. )
l',nclosul e/B_acket ._ ..... "'_ _ .
Tt rrAl,: 4 8
o
IVy4
, _f, , _ : , _ ......../, ................. ..... ,, _ , : _, '_i,__ ,,
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t ': :" are presented in _eetlon IV-4. Figures IV-2 and IV-3 illustrate
_re_
:-!._ the packaging rocor_aen_;._d based on this p_:eliminary design.
I IV.3 PRELIMINARYDESIGNCONSIDERATIONS!
"I Preliminary circuit block diagrams are presented
J
for battery
,, I! _witching, the fie],I chopper, and the on-board battery charger.
The circuit ,]_,_igns developed pre_nt relatively low techrica]
-"i_'},l risk, are highly reliable, an,/ can be produced in large quantities
_ at low cost.
' ! The relatJve!y :=imple motor control strategy utilizing field
control and battery switching with a series starting resistor is
justified because the IIEV uses ,./multispeed transmisalcn witl_ _lip _
ping clutches. In this comcrol technique, the motor idles at ap-
_ proximately 1200 rpm when the ignitlon key switch is Jnitia].ly
_! turned "on" and the vehicle is not moving. During idle, the two
battery oanks are switched to a parallel mode with 60 V ,%pplied
to the armature. Motor speeds above 1200 rnm ar_ obtained by
°°_I either field weakening or switching the two battery banks in serie_
_'_I (120 V). Transitions from zero rpm to idle or changes in the
......_ battery mode from parallel to series or sel-Jes to parallel modes
,j req_ires the starting resistor to be inserted in series with the
_. motor armature.
° I
Unique features of the battery switching armature control
with starting resistor inc]._],_:
• Simplification and increased efficiepcy of b,_itter':'
charging from 126 V or 240 V ac lines
• Extended regenerative brakJn_ down to app_oxim.atley
6 mph
@ Increased efficier_,ry to ,_rive accessori,-_s wh(u_ the motor
is idling at 1204J r[_m
• Peak hat.tery currents limited durin' 1 batt,,r':" mo,le swi,ch-
ing by a series startin,) resistor
• Contactor bounce during battery mode ._;witchin,1 cannot
short batteries
@ 120 volt mode requi._r__s two contactor_ t_, b,_,(:lo_e,!o
Figure IV-4 illustrates the batter}, switch.in,7 circuit. _ :n
12-V batteries, i°e., two 60-V banks consisting of 5 batteri£,s
per bank., are assumed for the HEV. Si_gle Pole Doubl,_ Throw
(SPDT) c-onta._to._-s CS/P! and CS/P2 switch the two batt(:ry banks
to either e parallel rood(.'(60 V) o_[ a '_-'%riesmode (i20 V). _:ach
contac%or contains a meef_n_ea!!y drlven microawitch that is used
to p!ovide return signal_; to the microcomputer connro]lcr to ac_
know] edge contaCtor " _c±oJtLreo T_ans_.sto_Fized relay drivur rm_dules,
wJ.tb integrated suppression circuits and opt/one] time de!ays,
translate logic level contac_c,r commands from the control]ere
_:__-'_
'-_.. _ ¢_ ............................ _ :,_--__,._
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alan 9 with current shnnt_ anti shunt amplifiors are packaged in a
sin_llo onclosuro and mountod under the hood° Elovatod tompora-
lures ro._;ultin_ from tile host angina are not oxpocto.,l to bo crit-
ical because thoro is ,:_ minimal amount of oloct-lonic'_: containo,l
ill this onclosul-o
The_ preliminary dosiqn of the field clioppor an,i btlttol'y chdr,l,'_
emphasizes hiqh roliability and capability of lalqo vOlllmo |)lodut'--
lion at low cost. To incrc:aao roliability and Iowom pro,hlction
coats, ellcult desJ._jns shoul,! include commercially avai lal)]o "<)It-
tile-shelf" components that present mo,h, rate toclmical riak'_;. In
addition, .{t i:; doairdblt, to I|dvo ltlOdtlI._l- ctoSi,ltl9 that tl_O ,-Ic'c'c'._, -
sible packaGim j toclmiqtu,_ to s i mpl i fg dt-.buqqinq, lll.li lltC*l/ali,'t, , dlltl
ropair, aeadular dosiqn, ,it both tho tuner ion (boar, t) l_,vol an_t
tile -_ub-function level, reduce.,; circuit develol_ment and dos;iqn
t i me.
l.'iGures IV-5 and IV-6 illustrate circuit block ,liaqram:_ of
the field chopper and battery charqor. Both function.q are "chol,-
per" type circuits implem_._nted on sin,lle board modulos and are
capable of shaTimj the development co.';t of several :-;ub-ftHlcl iondl
circuit_. 'Pable IV-4 illustrates the :;ub-functional :;imilariti_':-;
and differences in the two modular desiqn_.
The field chopt_er recomn,ended in lhi:; preliminary ,h-.';i,;n i.;
a Pulse Width Modulate,| (PWM) constant fr,.,luency cho|H_er simil,l_
in concel,t to that cur,ently i,nl_lemont,.,d i_, t ht • DOE/I;!.: Nodl-'l'¢,l'in
l.;lt.ctric Vehicle... A diqilal I)WN siqli.i] flt)! 111¢, t'olllY,)ll,'l (Llllt'l"
CUt't't*Ut swit¢'II loqi<? and ,lmpliftcalion via V_vIOS I)a.'i,, ..lLi\,o _-ilctlits)
t.'tJlllltldlltlS tt'_t? OUtpUt pOWCl I)tlli i ll<Jtt)li _c) I UI'I1 "Oil" ,i11,| "Ol f. " |I1
tho ovent th/lt tile insta,ltant'<ms fiel_l curront t,xco_,,ls ,i t_r<.dett'r-
milled levei, the curIt, nt lotIic in}_ibit,.; "on" tri,lqOl:; ,rod ]i_,ncc,
tlll'llS _2)l t the, i,owt,r Darl illqt_)ll Iilll i 1 th(' _w,r c_rlt, nl <',m_!i ! i_)l_
i_ ,,limi_,ttt,,I. 'l'hi_; leai_llc [,_-,,vent-s !,os._;il)le _Idmd,l,' _t) t11, ' I_W_ '', !
II, ll=I ill,J|Oll itt 1|1_, t)\'_'llI O_- hi,ll_ l,,v,,l noi.'a,, o_lon_,_:; _'Olnlll. lll,l.k; 1
t lom lilt' ('CJllt !'_1 lt'l', _! .i _|t:|t't't iVO c_)Illlnilllit'dl i_li l ink I.,t-w.'_'ll ll|,, !_'(1111 l'(l[ 1t'1" all.| lilt _ t i_'ltl _'hol_lu'l" |)o,11"_|,
l.',_,c',lback to lilt _ _'Olll Ill| I_l" .'t_nt'ottl[ll_l I)oth (h,, ,ll'llhll II;',' I'lll "=°
r,u_t ,rod the fit, ld current i:3 u.';c,d in lt lo conll_lll,lli_ll _)f tilt, I_WN
inl_ut co_muand thai l,vc_vi_h,_; th,, n,,<-<.'_t;dry I iol,t _¢._i_l,_, _ i,_z_ ,_n,I
mutoz bp,,ed ,-ontr()l fat" tim, ttiw..n con,liti,ms. I,rolimizz,zry ,uzdly:;i:;
}tl,lit',lf,'a; t)l.l| ,Ill off-tht'-:i}l_'lf 'I'RIq :;V'I'-I,I)_L _ NPN l)_)w,'l I),lllill,lft_l|
120 A conto, 450 V) is _quflTJcicp.t ior tht, field cht.,l,t,,,r outt,ut
staq,'. I.'rc, c,whcel in, t diot|t'._ illid slltlbbt'l" C(llllpOnt'lltS t)l'i'Vt'llf e A-
ceaaJw, volt.a,j,.' spikes durin U ttan._islor '.;witchin,J.
1
._;,,lt,cti_an _)1 ,t I,WN ilH_U! tl°Olll tilt, col_tl°o]lt,! lt_ th,' ti,'l,I,'hopl_,r aiml, lifies and r_,,luc,,a th,., ('.(_;t ,1! the current, io_lic, I-,t,-,-
vi,tt.,_ ,.,xcell,,,it iiOiSO iluIlltlIlilg, _ul_t I-_,,lllc,,:; b._,-kl_lan,' illll,l i,lt-_, ]
Ii,ll°dwaVeo All Ell,:, lo,l[C [LIII{'| iolu; of llli:; l iel,I ch,_l,],_,," ,_r,. ira- q
t,l,,ment_,,I on a ain,jle I'C boar,I. 'I'll(, I_wt'l IlallJn,tt._ll i=; n_t_lllt,',{
on an external, i. so!al,',l heat ._;it_k. A_ttlit ional ],dck,t,lin,! _h,lail
i-; ittcl_t, lod in b;et_.-I ion IV-4 _l tl_is r,.ln.)rt.
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Table IV-4
COMPAI_iSON OF SIbIILAR[t. ES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
I,'IEI,I) CIIOPI)ER AND }_ATTERY _'
_,ARGER PRELIMINARY DE,qIGNS
i',,.),[_'l_,2'I''C' ]D_Lt_£!5'5'J,a,,jo,
I',)W_'I [),tl I IH,ltol_ <Jtlt[,.lt :;t ._.),' _h,,t|_lp_ DOWel OHt[)Ut Hi,Ill poWt'l Otlt|)llt
mi(')_)c,m_l",H,') ,',m! r,l 1o.! (10A.t,,l,., r)W) (),IAav,j,. lq0V)
l'::tsc, w]d'-h mr_,ffulate -_. (Pt_':'.I) Batl,-'r_' lrq-,llt iuhw0i Rc,'I !fled .ie (60 Tlz)
')_'l I,',ll i,.%OJ, I J,>ll Ili["ll it,put t,uwer
V:'. +.: l,.t::t, .!_ :'.(+ ,'lt,'_i_ ,.',ttr,,nt swit,'h ],),j*c ('illIt,lit .';witch loqLc
(I'W:d COllStdltl (l,t+ak t-urrelit limited
I ! t,. t klt'll_.?_;' ) t.'ho[)_ ,t" I )
Po:;.; i 1_i, 11'"_: ,_*. sh,l I I 'l,J _'Oillp *)11
l,,l:;L' _tl LVt' _!l'-d_." I.?Oll'.'l'Ult'l
_.,,w,'t :;u!'!,l' :"
L,o,',l! "l=t),._,ll,_ cut I,'nt _,lv)tocl iOll
O',t'ldt i(,ll t I_Hl1 :;d_Pa' ]_,][C l)<.',_'Oi
:,ul,;, 1',"
lh_i,lue features or the battery charger for the IlEV using bat-
tevy switching dr,ndtl!re control r(_sult in i,!,-reased charging cur-
rol,t c,q)ability from l/U %' ac input power and elimination of the
o t- F-bo,t id chaYgev.
This l,altt, ty cho|_!_tl operates on a "dow_, chol_per" technique
th.tt el lectivelv --;u!q,lko_; cu,v,'nt to the battery {turiuq intervals
,.v_.n t!_e i nu' ant a_ o_t:_ vol t a,lo of the full wave feet! fled input
,_;i_, wave ,,xcoo_h; the voltage of the battery. When charqi_,g from
120 V ac input |,ower, the batty, ties are configured in the parallel
mode (b0 V). In this condition, tile battery charging duty factor
t,xco(,ds 70::;. [n con,parison to the battery charger of the Near-
'l'_,rml.:l_,ctric Vehicle, this cha!'g_'r has improved on power factor
end thus improved charging capabllity from 1.20-V inptit power.
Coml,_tre,l to t!,_, "on-board" chat-qer, the "olf-boavd" chaYqer
normally supp.lit, s mov(, power from the ac line and thus it is ca-
I,,d, le of chac_,in,l the batteries in a shorter time interval. It is
,L:;:JlIIIR',| I hill .1 | _l(lll-t' Ill'iV oWn(' v who d,'s i I'O:; _t " l,u;t charq(, " ca-
t,,.,I,i lity will l,,tv,, d 240-V ._;ovvice available. Common hout;ehold
2,|ll-.V circuits dl-{, 30 and 50 A. AI* electvic c]othes dryer is
,,ormarly uperat{,d tTrom a 30-A circuit, and an electric ranqe
lyt,i_cally ,:,peratt's [1-O111 d 50-A CirCUit°
As,;umL" thdt thc I)_ltovy ch;Iv_lel7 l)lltlJ/l( lkll'l[llqtOll ll_lS over-
-, _tg_"a_,l [,{,ak current vi_ttu,l:_,,,U_ab]o el cha_qi.n_l two l_a_al]el
l),_nks ul l)attevi(_:; al t,0 V !r()m _ 120-V, 30-A sorvic'(,. In this
1 '
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case the maximum average transistor current is approximately twice
. the average cell charginq current. Also, assume that the voltage
rating of the output power Darlington is sufficient to operate from
: 240-V input power. For this charging scheme, when the control-
ler senses that 240 V input power is being supplied, it commands
the batteries to be switched to the series mode (120 nominal volts).
..... Based on the rating of the output power Darlington, and provided
a 240-V, 30-A service is available, the average charge current to
each battery is a factor of 4 greater than it would be with a 120-V,
15-A line, and a factor of 2 greater thah it would be with a 120-V,
30-A line. (120-V, 30-A line is the maximum input power specified
for the Near-Term Electric Vehicle, ITV, Reference #2.)
i The objective of this discussion is to illustrate that the
_ recommended battery charger/battery switching technique has the
flexibility to s_rve double duty as either a low rate or high rate
!_ battery charger. Thus, it may not be necessary to provide an "off- o
board" charger, although provision is made to interface with the
i higher current off-board 240/208 V charger required by the RFP.
! It should also be stressed that the cited example is based only
1 on the power limits of the output power Darlington and does not
ii imply that the maximum cell charging current necessarily shouldbe increased by a factor of 4 without consulting the battery
manufacturer.
I For routine battery charging, the battery charger functions
_-I as follows. A one-bit digital PWM input from the system controller,
°i after low pass filtering, is the battery charger current command.
_! This input command is compared to the battery charger current.
Current switching logic output, after amplification via the VMOS
base-drive circuit, appropriately pulses the power Darlington to
maintain the battery charger current at the level prescribed by
_I the system controller. Local current limit feedback protects the
;21 power Darlington from excessive current. App_opriate PWM signals
"I from the system controller allow the charger to operate as a con-
stant current charger until a [)re,determined battery voltage limit
, occurs. At this point the battery charger current is tapered ac-
i cording to an algorithm stored within tb_o svstem controller. Whenthe off-board charger is c nnected to he vehicle, he micropro-
_i cessor disconnects the on-board battery charger, connects the bat-
_• teries in the series mode, monitors the state of _h_rge, and trans-
: i_i fers charging control to _he oft-board charger ......
For equalization charging, the battery charger functions in
-:.T,
the following manner. Equalization charging is done at a low rate
for an exter4ed time period to allow the state of charge of each
rJell to equalize° During the equalization chdrge mode, the sys-
tem cont[oller commands the batt{,r[es to be connecLe{l in series
(120 volt) an{l tile charge current to I)u a sI}ec[fi,'{I wllue (several
amps). This assures that an i_Ic_ntical charge current flows through
each cell of the total battery bank° The equalization charge mode
can operate from either 120-V or 240-V ac input power and is done
after the routine charge is completed.
IVy13
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Preliminary analysis indi _ _ca_e.., that an off-the-shelf Motorola
MJI0016 power Darlitlgton (50 A cont., 500 V) is sufficient for the
battery charger. A freewheeling diode and an inductor allow stored
current to flow into the battery during intorvalf; when the power
Darlington is off. All tile loqic, rectifier, and ba_;o drive hard_
ware of l|le l_attery chargo_ is implemented on a single PC bomrd.
The poweL _ l)arlington is mountotl on an e _ternal isolated heat sink.
Additional pn_' aging detail i._;included in Section IV-4 of this
report.
The OJ,-Board ChaL_,__r Power Unit (OBCPU) consists of ac power
contactors, Ground Fault Current Interrupters (GFCI), Electromag-
netic Interference (EMI) filter';, a 120/240 ac input sensor, and
safety interlocks. This OBCPU is very si,nilar to its counterpart
ii in the DOE/Gr.: Near-Term Elec_ric Vehicle (ITV)an d is of ten re-
feL'red to as simply tile "AC Box." This unit is package_i in the
power contactor assembly and is mounted under the 1:ood of the HEV.
IV.4 ELECTRONICSPACKAGE
,, Packaging objectives include high reliability, easy access
to modular functions, and low cost for high volume production.
Accessible packaging allows each function (normally a single board)
'I to be removed independent of other functions. This feature sim-
plifies initial debugging, maintenance, and repair.
Functional packaging, partitioning, and placement depend on
interface requirements and the need for protection from extreme
ambient temperatures. For example, the system controller (micro-
computer) requires considerable operator/display interface. Mount-
ing this controller within the passenger compartment protects the
components from the extreme ambient temperatures of the engine
compartment and simplifies operator interface. Table IV-3 a,Ld
IV-6 surmnarize the functional partitioning. Sketches of the en-
closure [or the power contactor/starting resistor assembly and
propulsion control electronic unit are illLlstrated in Figures IV-2
u and I_'-3, "espectively, in Section IV.2. Figure IV-7 illustrates
d preliminary sketch of board and component placement within the
propulsion control electronic unit.
A commercial electronic chassis and backplane assembly is
mounted within the enclosure. Access is provided from both end
covels° Power Darlingtons at,, assumed to be mounted to an external
isolated heat sink that is fastened to. either a removable or hinq_d
cover to provide access. Further therma! analysis is required to
1 deter'mine the heat sink dimension and/or volume ()f forced air re-
i.l ,lui ,-e,i.
,} IVo5SUMMARY
i:::/_i Preliminary designs o[ a battery switching circuit, fieldc.hopp_.r, and battery charge, [unctions for the llybrid Electric
Vehicle arc prr.sented in tilts Appendix° Th,.se !)rt_liminary designs
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Table IV-5
PRELIMINARY HEV POWER
CONTACTOR/STARTING RESISTOR ASSEMBLY CONTENTS
I
! • AC Charger Power Unit
[ Ground Fault Current Interrupter, AC Con_actor, Relay,
:"/ EMI Filter
, • Starting Power Resistors with Heat Shield
,/l • DC Power Contactors
Series/Parallel Battery Switching
,, Main DC Power Disconnect Contactor
Series Resistor Shunt Contactor
• Power Circuit Wiring and Current Shunts
Table IV-6
PRELIMINARY HEV PROPULSION CONTROL ELECTRONICS UNIT CONTENTS -"
i • Field Chopper
.1 Printed Circuit (PC) Board! i Power Transistor
i:i°_!:iI • Battery Charger
Printed Circuit Board
Power Transistor
• Electric Drive Control
Microcomputer and Interface PC Board
• Logic Power Supply
' 12 Volt Input Power
°4
,,,, • One Spare Printed Circuit Board
strive to present a reliable electric motor control system that
,.-< has potential capability for high volume production at reasonable
'_ co_ts° Packaging techniques present,_d simplify future debugging,
i: maintenance, and repair efforts.
w
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Appendix V
RECENT HYVEC PROGRAM REF!NEMENTS
AND COMPUTER RESULTS
,b
V.1 HYV_C PROGRAM REFINEMENTS
: I
°! AS part of the Preliminary Design Task, a number of refine-
i ments were made zn the HYVEC program to account for power train
I los_es which were neglected in the previous studies and to include
-1 the effects of the heater/defroster and a cycling air conditioner.
_JI if waste heat from the engine was not sufficient to meet the heat-ing needs, a gasoline burner was used to supply the difference.
,.,_' 'fhe additional power train losses included were the following:
-_'ii_.,,_ • Engine and electric motor friction when either was ina stand-by state
_ • Transmission pumping losses
• Clutch slip losses
• Energy required to spin up the heat engine before it
_;_ is turned on when the vehicle is in motion
The ZYVEC program whs also changed to permit maximum effort accel-
erations to be run for any specified battery state of discharge.
One of the advanced technology developments considered in
• the Preliminary Design Task was the continuously variable trans-
.mission (CVT). Subroutines were added to HYVEC to handle a CVT
in ._lace of the automatically shifted 4-speed gearbox. The CVT
i ii was described in terms of a maximum speed reduetic=_ ratio, RR,
and a maximum overdrive ratio, ODR. Hence using the CVT, the
torque input to driveshaft speed ratio can be varied continuously
in the range
_input1 < , _< RR
ODR- edriveshaft
,_ With the CVT, the motor and/or engine can be operated at the speed
:_ required to attain maximum efficiency as long as the resultant
gear ratio falls between the limits indicated and the motor speed
is above its base speed. The operating line used for the heat en-
ii!I gine (VW 1.6 £ gasoline) is given in Figure V-I, and the speed of
the electric motor was maintained as close as possible to ]..25 x
i_i motor b_e speed] regardless of load. If the required gear ratio
is _utside the range of the C%TT, the gear ratio at the closes£
llmit (RR or I/ODR) is u_d. When both the engine and motor are
needed to meet the power required, the power is split between the I
two prime mr,vers in much the same manner as is done with the au-
tomatically shifted gearbox (ioe , nearly 50/50).
ooonnnna
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Fig,:r.: V-I. Operating Line and Specific Fuel Consumption
for the Gasoline Engine Used with a CVT
V.2 HYVEC COMPUTER RESULTS
A number of ItYVEC computer runs were made during the Prelim-
inary Design Task. These runs were made to evaluate the effects
of component and interface losses which were previously neglected,
the influence o[ operating the heater/defroster and air conditioner,
and the effect of changinq gear ratios, electric motor rating, and
_iI vehicle weight on performance and fuel economy. In addition, the
potential advantage of using a continuously variable transmission
(CVT) in the hybrid ],owe, train, if one were available, was studied°
[ A summary of th_ results obtained in the first series of
IIYVI':C runs which dealt with interface losses, accessories, (lear :=: ratios, etc., i'; ,liw;n in Table V-l. It is clear from tile table I
that the (,ffect , the ad_liti,mal ]osses included in the refined ]
IIYVI';(' program ,_r, _i(jnit icdnt dltct rodtlce fuel economy by as much
;1 V-2
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as 15%. It is _Iso clear from Table V-i that when the heater/
defroster heat must be provided primarily by a gasoline burner,
the effect on fuel economy is very large. For the example given
. in Table V-I, the u:._ban fuel economy is reduced from 70 mvg £o
40 mpg when 506 Btu/min is needed to heat the passenger compart-
ment (ambient temperature 15 °F). The effect of operating the
.. air conditioner is much less than that of the heate_/defroster.
• All the HYVEC runs discussed in the Design Trade-Off Studies
Report were made using a 4-.speed gearbox with gear ratios 3.46/
_ 1.94/1.29/1.0 in ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th gear, respectively. Those
! ratios are typical for manually shifted synchromesh gearboxes.
In _he hybrid power train, it is desirable to use a gaarbox from
an automatic transmission. Those gearboxes typically have only
_i three gears with ratios 2.5/1.5/1.0. The gearbox from the new
i three-speed automafic transmission in the GM X-body cars has a
slightly wider gear range - 2.84/1.6/1.0. That particular georbo×/
i transaxle unit appears especially well-suited for the hybrid ve-
_I hicle design. Hence a series of HYVEC runs were made to compare
! hyb_'id vehicle performance and fuel economy using several sets
i of gear ratios:
_I G1 : GM X-body Automatic
_! G2 : Baseline 4-speed manual
_i G3 : Borg-Warner 4-speed Automatic with overdrive
1
I The results of the simulation runs are given in Table V-I. The
effect on acceleration performance is about 1 sec in the 0-100
km/hr acceleration time, and the change in urban fuel economy is
< only about 5%. The effect on highway fuel economy is much less.
iI HYVEC runs were also made using a CVT in place of the 3- or
4-speed gearbox. The CVT characteristics used correspond to steel-
belt units being developed by Borg-Warner. Those units are not
likely to be available before 1985, but it was of interest to de-
termine how they would affect the performance of a hybrid vehicle.
The results of the HYVEC calculations for CVTs having overall
speed ranges of 4:1 and 5:1 are given in Table V-2 and Figures V-2
and V-3. The use of the CVT yields both better acceleration times
-_!!t and greater fuel economy in urban and highway driving than the
gearboxes having 3 or 4 discrete gear ratios. The primary advan- _:
':I tage of the CVT is that the high torque of the electric motor nearbase speed can be better utilized both to attain better accelera-
tion and to almost completely avoid the use of the heat engine at
vehicle speeds below VMODE. As indicated in Figure V-2, the fuel
economy advantage of using the CVT decreases rapidly for ranges
greater than 25 to 30 miles° The CVT-equipped vehicles have a
0-100 km/hr acceleration time of about 1 to 2 seconds less than
those using gearboxes for the same size motor and heat engine.
1 Another important advantage of the CVT in a hybrid power train is
I that it avoids the _ystem tranbients resulti_ig from gear shifting. _i
This would make control of the hybrid power train less difficult°v-4 _
i)
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} Table V-2
_'_/ HYVEC RESULTS USING A CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE
,_ %'RANSMISSION IN THE HYBRID POWER TRAIN
-i
KI!'LI..
....i ...... .....
i
Urban
1
ii Acceleration A£ te_ 1"£* flt _ f_-_
"t Autom. Gear ratios:
5.4 15.q 70.q 37.0 33.4
! gearbox 2.84/1.6/1.0
_' AXR= 3. 3
:'/I Autom. Gear ratios:
l
gearbox 3.46/1.94/[.29/I.0 4.6 14.g 23.7 33.8 _.4
CVT RII=2.8, ODR=I.8,
AXR=4.1 4.5 13. ? 05.9 40. ] 35.7
CVT RR=2.3, ODR=I.69
AXR=5.0 4.5 13.7 93.0 39.8 33.9
ioo
90 __, HH 28 ODR
I 8 AXR 4 1
RR 2 3. ODR : I 69. AXR _ 5 0
ii >" AkN 33 %%%
O
Z
O
:, 30 ..... ,_D]OMA1112 tlf AHBOk
o, _ 0 _,0 _0 30 40 50 60 70
..° I Figure V-2° Fuel Economy Using a CVT in the
Hybrid Power Train
.'_- 6% f -,During _h_ Prel.iminary Design Task detailed discussions
were held with the General Electr_c DC Motor and Generator De-
partn_nt concerning motor ch:_racte__-istics and with N_;B Technoloqy,
it ......................
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Figure V-3. Effect of Transmission Type on
Battery State-of-Charge
and with Globe-Union concerning lead-acid battery characteristics.
In each case, inquiry was made as to whether components having
the characteristics assumed in the Design Trade-off Task could be
prgcured/developed by mid-1981. For both the motor and lead-acid
batteries, it was found that the projected component characteris-
tics were slightly optimistic. In the case of the dc motor, com-
puter design calculations by General Electric indicated that for
a rated horsepower of 24 using the same frame size as the DOE/GE
dc motor, the peak horsepower attainable was 44, which occurs at
a maximum armature current of 600 A. The design goal of 48 hp
could be met using a larger fra,_ size, but the weight of that /
motor would h_ve significantly exceeded t/_e 220 ib of the DOE/CE
Jmotor. Based on these considerations, it was decided to reducethe motor peak horsepower to 44 and use a motor based on a redesignof the DOE/GE motor with which there was considerable experience.In the case of the iead-aci_l batteries, both ESB and Globe-Union .}
(independently) found that withLn the volume, cell size, power, ]
and energy storage constraints of the hybrid vehicle design, the
batteFy weight would be 750-770 ibs rather than 700 lb used in
Task 2. The reason for this-was that the energy density of the
smaller cells (105 AH compared with 170 AH in the electric vehicle
batteries) was about 16.5 Wh/lb rather than the projected value of
17.5 Wh/Ib. This i.creased the hybrid vehicle weight by a corre-
s|_ol,ding 50=70 lb.
In the HYV},]C calcul,:_tions made in Task 2, a vehicle curb
weight of 3700 ib (1682 I<%;)was used. Detailed vehicle weight
studies by Triad Services indicated that a curb weiqht of 3860 ib,
including 700 Ib of batte['ies, was more likely to resu]t from the
Phase If program° llence the vehicle curb weight was increased to
3930 ib to account for the incrt_ases in battery ,_nd chassis weight.
I|YVHC calculations were made in Task 3 using the increased vehicle
00000003-TSA07
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i weiqht and slightly lower peak eleet:_;,_ motor power. In addition,• . the maximum rating of the h t ngine wa_ _ncr.a_ed to 80 hp from
!_-l 73 bp to bring it into agreement with the VW _pecification for the
engine. The inputs for the new HYVEC calculations are:
' Wv = 4230 ib (1923 Ks)
i Kp = .048 kW/Kg.
_ FE = .645, FM = .355<
} The new results for acceleration times zad the battery state of
::. discharge, fuel economy, and emissions as a function of urban
_=_I distance traveled are given in Figures V-4 to V-7. These values
_TI were used to update the vehicle specification and energy measurevalu s given in S ction 4, Tables 4-2 nd 4-4. The present values
_i of acceleration time and fuel economy are less optimisti _. _hanthose given in reference I, but it is felt the u dated values are
i .I more realistic because they more accurately account for interface
losses in the power train and for component and chassis character-
istics which can be met in Phase II.
UPDATED VEHICLE DESIGN
_ili W,, 4230 Ibs MAXIMUM POWER
EL_CTR,C MOTOR 44 hp
__-_! HEAT ENGINE 80 hp
ili i 20 25% CHARGE
JR- MfN_MUM
ACCELERATION _ _
v_ 16 SPEC,F,CAT,O_ --'--..-,.)'//___
F-
1o
5
, ! II ....
o 2o 4o _ 60 8o I tloo
30mph 56mph 60mlah
VEHICLESP_ED(km_rl :_-
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Figure V-5. Battery State-of-Charge and Fuel
Economy for Urban and Highway Driving
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Figure V-6. Hybrid Vehicle Emission Characteristics
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Figure V-7° Total Enerqy and Petroleum Fuel
I Usage in Urban Driving
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